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The higher anivala are copoeed of many cells of a wide 
variety of typos. The oranieation of those coils into an 
animal body requires their ciesombly in a definite and exact 
relationship with one another. This relationship is such that 
the coils are able to assist one another in Zormiu and main-
tainine the tissues of the body and their functions, and in turn 
enables these to be interatod into the t7hole animal. It is 
consequently the expression of a uost delicate harmony hold 
aaonst the cells, which persists until ago and death destroy 
ito in the mature animal this relationship between the coils 
appears to be of a nature only changed by the action of senescence, 
although we know that this is only an illusion of constancy, 
for coils and their components are constantly being replaced 
by others. During the devolopiont of an animal the relations 
between the cells chano extensively for the population is con-
tinually onlaroing and its members are changing in type. As 
the aniial matures those changing relations slowly settle down 
into the more constant ones characteristic of maturity. One 
Of these relations is observed in the adhesion of cells to one 
another: without it there would be no multicellular animals. 
As the animal develops coil division causes the production 
of an increasinG number of cells which usually, adhere to one 
another. 	If the coils remain statiànary or are merely roved 
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in an uaoranised manner by the outpuching of colic duo to their 
own proliferation it is not xioceecary that there be difforoncoc 
in adhesion between the colic0 If there wore differences in 
adhocion between the variouc types of cells the outpuehin duo 
to proliferation would produce a body of soso definite structure. 
But the movements of sorphogonocic cause united groups of colic 
to SOVO in a moat directed manner. These groups cover their 
connection with one group of cells, pace between others without 
adhering to them and may finally settle down olcoehoro and fora 
firs adhesions to yet other types of cell, In these three 
stages of their movements there are demonstrated differences 
in adhesion between various sorts of cells. Later in grotith 
the organs of the body become steadily more discrete from one 
another, and in part this is sorely an expression of the stronger 
adhesion of the cells of an organ to one another than to those 
of other organs around. Furthermore it has boon suggested 
(olt1rotor, 194L that the corphogonetic movosonte may have 
their cause in the differential adhesion of colic to one another. 
With those ideas in mind the mochanisus of adhocion and the 
differences in adhesion between cells, wore examined in the 
embryos of the anuran, Xeno2us laovig9 (Daudin), This oatórial 
wac chosen in proforonco to other eaphibianc because the eggs 
may be obtained at any tiso of the year. 
am 3 40 
13GC30 Of onopa lciovic UOM otie fro atrjo iaco 
by injection og chorlonic Oonado tvophin , WON, 0 	tioo all000d  
to develop at 160 - 23 0 in tap, iato until they t'oo a goo  
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The oQbryoo were then placed in full itroatii io.Ltfrotor 
oolutton for reuoval of the vitoUino 1103brano , and for other 
oxctionoe XeaoVal of the vit4l1eo cioQbrono tith Lorcopo 
Lo i'roqjuently accojaniod byncapjo to the oabrio. The min 
roacon for thic appoaro to bo that on DuncturinG the aoobrane 
the obryo boalno to cto1l out of the hole. U the Dupoturo 
to oado on the dorcal cido of the obryo tho blaeteceol or 
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would dissolve the surface càat and disaggregate the embryo 
it is necessary to have an undamaged coat initially, for it 
may be that the coat can prevent the entry of the chemical 
into the embryo ; although the chemical if once inside would 
cause disaggregation, In such experiments great care was 
taken to ensure that the embryos wore not damaged during 
the removal of the vitefline membrane, On other occasions 
a very slight damage at most was allowed to be made in the 
removal of the vitelline membrane ; such a wound healing 
rapidly. Embryos which were more extensively damaged were 
not used. 
Whole embryos or portions of them freed of their membranes 
in this manner were then used in experiments of cultured as 
controls. Normal culture was done in Holtfreter'a solution 
( Holtfràter,1931), buffered to between pH 69 and 7.1 with 
the phosphate buffer ( 0.008M in phosphate ion ) introduced 
by Douchar (1953) or with 2-amino-2hydroxymethyl1 ,3- 
propanodio, ( otherwise known as trio ) O'OOIM and hydrochloric 
acid.. Flickinger (1952) has shown that trio has no harmful 
effect on amphibian cells * by its use one is able to avoid 
the interference which the phosphate buffer gives when estimating 
the calcium content of the Holtfreter solution. The pH of the 
culture medium is much lower. than that of the solution originally 
decribed by lioltfreter,which had a pH of about 8 and which 
contains bicarbonate ions. It has been shown by Flickinger (1954) 
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and Trinkhaue and Drake (1956) that the bicarbonate ion 
assists in the nutrition of the embryo. In comparing the 
results of the experiments to be described with others it 
should be remembered that there are these differences in 
the culture medium. 
The precautions taken to maintain asepsis were the 
autoolaving or sterilisation by filtration of all solutions 
and the heat sterilisation of glassware and instruments. 
Experiments were done at 19 °.. 21 ° C unless otherwise stated. 
All solutions were made up from glassdistillod waterand 
for those experiments.invo3.ving calcium determination the water 
was further purified by passing, it through a mixed bed ion 
exchange column. From time to time the distilled water was 
analysed for iron and calcium. Calcium analysis was done by 
the method described on page 80, the analysis for iron was 
done using a-a'-dipyridyl. Chemicals were of 'analar' grade 
whenever possible. The pH of the solutions was measured with 
a valve-voltmeter typo pH-meter to an accuracy of .±. 0.01 unit: 
fresh M/20 potassium phthalate was used as a standard. 
On occasion embryos of Triturus alpestris ( Laur ) 6 palmatus 
( Razoumoski ), criatatus ( Laur ) and vulgaris ( Lint ) 
were used. They were cultured in the same manner as the 
Xenopus embryos, save for small differences in the technique 
of removing the jolly coats. 
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Introduction to the oxorimonto 
Di&gregation, also knotin as dissociation, is the process 
of parting multicellular animals into individual oearato cells. 
If those cells are comparatively undaaagod their roaggrogation 
into multicellular structure may be brought about in certain 
circumstances oith certain typos of cells. The separation of 
the cells from one another must be due either to a stimulation 
to the cells to actively move themselves away from one another, 
or to a loss of adhesion between one another, or to the removal 
of a mutual cement. Any combination of those causes say produce 
disaggregation. However there :Ls little evidence for active 
movement of the colic pulling themselves apart from their neigh-
bours producing disaggregation. The to remaining causes are 
concerned with the processes that cause cells to adhere in 
multicellular structures. Therefore a study of the procoscos 
of disaggregation should provide evidence about the nature of 
adhesion between cells. The first part of this account of the 
work describes the various means of disaggregating embryos by 
chemical means. This nil shoe that calcium ions are of groat 
importance in maintaining cell adhesion during early stages of 
development. 
The processes of reaggregation involve the roadhosion of 
the cells. In consequence a study of this has been made with 
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direct observation and pith time-lapse fUme, and experiments 
have been done to teat the effects of various Chemicals and 
physical conditions on re aggregation. In the third portion 
of the cork the results of a closer study of the effects of 
calcium on cell adhesion are given. The location of the 
calcium responsible for adhesion has been investigated, and come 
suggestions as to the nature of the chemical groups binding 
calcium to the cell are given. Lastly an investigation v.iac 
made to see whether there tao any , form of cement concerned in 
cell adhesion in these embryos: some evidence for the 
presence of a ribonuclooprotoin cement to given. 
Disaggregation of embryos 
A variety of methods for te separation of cells from one 
another have been tried. They are either mechanical ones in 
ihich adhering surfaces are torn apart, or chemical once in 
ehich the adhesive properties of the cells are so eøakoned that 
the slightest mechanical action, such as gravity, coparatos the 
cells, Those who have rjorhod on sponge or coolentorato tissues 
have favoured the mechanical methods. 	(Uiilson, 1907; Gaitsoff, 
1925; Loha, 1953). However such methods produce an assortment 
of fragments of the animal, which range from small groups of 
cells down to various cytolytic products, The ideal method of 
disaggregation could produce a complete separation of the animal 
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tends to cause disaggregation. Some tissues require magnesium 
ions to maintain coil adhesion as was found for Mytilus gill 
by Gray (1926), but the amphibian embryonic material does not 
appear to rely on the action of magnesium to any great degree 
as will be seen from the results of experiments to be doacribod. 
These studies suggest that calcium ions and in certain cases 
magnesium ions as well, either cause the cell surface to 
become adhesive or maintain the stability of an intercellular 
cement. Thus removal of calcium causes loss of adhesion between 
cells. The methods for extracting calcium ions from embryos 
which depend on washing in caloiumfree media are not efficient. 
The reason for this is that the external medium soon shows an 
appreciable concentration of calcium derived from the embryos. 
Even if a number of extractions of calcium are done.. in succe-
ssion, extraction will be slow unless the. equilibrium . constant 
k, is of fairly low value : 
k 	 conc. of calcium bound to the cells) ( conc. of calcium in external medium)( conó.of free 
binding sites) 
It should be pointed, out that this equilibrium constant has a 
value which probably will vary greatly with pH. In consequence 
merely placing the embryos in calcium-free, media will not 
remove all the calcium involved in cell adhesion, and sufficient 
might remain for considerable adhesion to be maintained. 
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Fairly recently the chemicals which complex calcium have been 
used for dicaggregationt (Zti11ing, 1954; Anderson, 1953; Kinis & 
Brie, 1955), It seems that these agents were chosen because of 
their considerable affinity for ionic calcium with which they re- 
act to form non-polar compounds; thus removing all the calcium 
ions from a solution into which they have been introduced, This 
affinity for calcium ions is expressed in the value of the equili-
brium constant 
k- 	( CODa. of the coniplexing agent in calcium form) r (conce of the coinploxi1ag agent not binding calcium) 
(conc. ionic calcium) 
see Schwarzenbach, 19549 
This equilibrium constant is also known as the stability constant 
or as the formation constant, It is usually oizpressed as a log- 
arithmic value, Thus if a comp1eing agent is used to remove ionic 
calcium from the embryos, at equilibrium there will be a very 
small amount of ionic calcium in the medium. And unless the 
equilibrium constant for the holding of calcium by the coil or cement 
is for similar or greater value the amount of calcium held by the 
embryo will be small. 
The complexing agents which have been mostly used to remove 
calcium and magnesium ions in order to bring about disagregation 
are ethy1onodiamine tetracotate as the sodium salt (this is also 
known as versene, or as 1DTA, which abbreviation will be used 
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subsequently) and the citratos 	In this work nitrilo-triacetate 
(also known as amaonia triacetate or ITA), tricarbàllylic acid, 
orthocresolphtba1oin coaploxone (also known as pthaloiiri purple 
or systematically as 2:6 xylenolphthaloin:m'-bis(imjno) dim-  
cotic acid, and hereafter referred to as 0CC) and glutainic acid 
have been used as complexing agents as well as SDTA and sodium 
citrate. 
Embryos were cultured in calcium-free solutions at various 
pH values in order to discover the pH limits for the disaggrogation 
of the various tissuoc. The action of EDTA and the citratos was 
investigated in a similar manner, The results of such expoi-
monte provide an indication of the part played by the hydrogen 
ion concentration on adhesion. Those experiments may reveal 
changes in the response of the cello to such treatments as the 
embryos developo 
a) Experiments on the dicaggrogation of Xonopus laevis embryos 
in calcium-free media at variouo pH values. 
Embryos whose jolly coats and vitollino membranes had boon 
removed by hand in normal Eoltfretor solution were washed in 
calcium-free solutions, at pH 6.9 to 790; they were then trans-
ferred to the calcium-free solution at a chosen pH. The pH of 
these solutions was controlled by buffers. 	1/20 sodium car- 
bonate-sodium bicarbonate buffer time used for the range 9.2 - 
10.5; this buffer has a high osmotic pressure, nearly the same 
as normal Holtfreter ao.ution and in consequence the disaggreg- 
.0 12 .0 
ting medium had an osmotic pressure nearly twice that of normal 
oltfreter. 0.0011 2-amino-2-methyl.1, 5-propanodio1 and hydroch-
loric acid were used for the range pH 6.0-996, and various moiari 
ities of potassium cyanide for PH 9.5 to 10.0 (0.004 N -0.0251.1 KC). 
These buffers overlap in 000 ranges and the purpose of this was 
to provide some means of detecting effects duo to the chemical 
nature of a given buffer and not to the pH being studied. Pot-
assium cyanide surprisingly enough does not kill embryos at stages 
up to early nourula - possibly due to some changes in the cyto-
chrome system of respiration, and it was due to Holtireterle 
atternpts to impair the respiration of embryos (Holtfreter, 1943 a) 
that its production of dieaggregatio due' to the a1lalinity of 
its solutions was discovered. 
The embryos were placed ten at a time in petri dichee with 
paraffin wax bottoms (with small depressions to prevent the embryos 
being moved by accidental shaking of the dishes). The action of 
the solutions on them was observed for the first five minutes and 
then at 10 9 20, 40, 60 an4 120 zinutes from being placed in the 
solution. The medium surrounding them was replaced with normal 
Holtfroter saline at the end of this period by ropoating washing 
with normal aoltfretor until the pH reached 6.9 - 7.1. Tho 
embryos were examined at various intervals over the next three 
days. The bicarbonate-carbonate and the 2-aoino-2-methyl-1, 
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3-propanodiol buffers were used for most of the eperiontc. and 
the results of treatment at various pH valuos, listed in Table 
1, refer to the action of these buffers alone. The few experi-
ments done on the action of potassium cyanide were found to have 
similar results. 
Results 
All coils from stages from early blastula to early neurula 
disgrogato in these media if the pil is above 9.6. 	Such cells 
will reaggrogato on their return to normal ioltfrotor, and they 
will then adhere to any other sort of cell. As neurulation 
begins the tissues fail to disagrcgato under this treatment, 
beginning with the neuroctodorm and spreading finally to the 
ondodorm. There is apparently no change in the pH at which 
dicagrogation begins, but merely this development of a resiet- 
anco to disaggrogation. A detailed description of this phenomenon 
is given in the description of the action of EDTA acm dicaggro-
gating agent where the rou1ts are identical. The effects of 
ca1ciumfreo solutions on stages earlier than morula (Nieuwkoop 
stage 63k) are of a somewhat different nature. Treatment with 
calcium-free solutions tends to destroy the ccll surface membrane. 
If this is done on fortiliod but uncleaved ogs the whole egg 
lysos save for a small portion at the animal pole, which is heavily 
pigmented. During cleavage stages the resistant area of the cell 
TA=l 1 4. 
Diotribution of toote on the di&regation of Zocopue 
obryoa by a2.Ialine iodia pith roepoot to riouwkoop citarjo 
and p11 of the mediume The left-hand coluElu under each 
etage gives the total number tooted, the rtrht hand one 
the nucibor of oibryoo that dicarogatode 
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surface  increases in size until the coils become entirely resistant 
to the lysing action of calcium-free Boitfrotor on their walls; 
this condition is reached at about stage 63. The embryos die-
aggregate in the same manner as at later stages and this disaggro-. 
gation and the lysie only occur if the ph is above 9.6. There is 
no evidence that the pH value at which these processes begin 
alter during the cleavage period. 
The disaggregates obtained by this method contain.some 
material derived from cytolyslo of the coils and a fair amount 
of jolly is visible boteen the cells as well, The jelly may 
or may not be produced by cytolysis and it.e derivation is dis-
cussed later. It is very sticky, particularly in the presence 
of calcium ions, and cells adhere to it firmly.. If the pH is 
raised suddenly to about pH 12 this jolly contracts violently. 
On addition of calcium ions it sets into a firmer mass to judge 
from the movements of cells entangled in it when the petri dishes 
are shaken. 
Disaggregation appears to be an identical process with regard 
to its visible aspects for all the buffers tried for p11 values from 
9.6 to 10.0. At higher pH values cytolysis occurs extensively 
and rapidly, 	Holtfretor (1943a) ,has described the process in 
'i.torooua, and it appears to be similar to disaggrogation in 
X.laovie. 	In consequence only the salient features of dicaggre- 
gation are described here. 
hio doocriptioa is dorivod froii obsorvationo oZ many dice- 
rogationo Tho fi'c3t en of disatv3rogption wao a oliht loco  
In the brilliance and roloctivity of the turfaco coat of the 
obro. The ouraco coat of the 	enbryo at otaoo before 
Qulation oiioao a caries of coloure upon it of the und duo to 
o)tical interference. Thee-- my be duo to coma form of if-
fraction Gratine structure of the relactinG type or to the optical 
interference oet u? in thin filue. Shortly aftor the embryo 
czao p.aced in the dimgdrojSatind sodimra thoco colouro cioap-orod. 
Thic rao follood by the loco of caall Granuloc froL3 tho cmibryo; 
they appoarod to oocro from the curfaco coat 	Th000 aranulov 
are a £o? iicra in diaaotor and cLay orliapo be idotieal Qith the 
ient Zranuleo found in the coat, 	(coo flotfrotor 9 193a for 
otoneivo diccuecion of the nature and function of the curfaco 
coat,) In the blactula ctao those cians first ap;oarod at 
the aniiml cod vootal poloc of the obryo, but on enterinG the 
aotrula ctaQ the doreal lip of the blaeoporo becaø the min 
cite for the initial attack of the dimVC;ro3atind cuodium, 
In the daotrl staso the vootal polo coacod to bo a point of 
initial attack althouGh the anml polo continued to be co. 
The action of the dica-GgroGatine aodium at the anial polo in 
blaotula and Gactrula otaGos produced a round oounl in the 
curface coat etondtnG only a few doroe out froa the polo. 
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This wound did not enlarge itself after a few minutes but 
remained at the same size until the enlarging vegetal or 
biastoporal wounds merged with its These sites of the initial 
attack of the alkaline media are the same as those observed 
by Bellamy and Child (1924) in their investigation of metabolic 
gradients in amphibian embryos. 
Soon after the loss of granules the surface coat of the 
embryo began to tear open together with the underlying 
eotoderi. The ectoderm from the animal pole region tended 
to curl up into tight rolls. As the gaps in the surface coat 
enlarged, cells began to emerge and fallout of the embryo. 
There did not appear to be any active extrusion of cells, but 
merely a passive shedding of them through the wound. At the 
same time the jelly material began to emerge from between the 
cells. The freshly disaggregated coils frequently were of 
elongate shape but these soon rounded up into a spherical 
form. The hyaline protoplasmic margins of the cells ( Kuhl, 
1937,termod them byaloplasm margins ) showed very little 
motion in the disaggrogated cells other than a slow cyosis. 
Cyclosia is the rotation of a lobe of the hyaline margin 
around the cell ( see Figure 1). As the surface coat broke 
up small pustules appeared in it where it was about to break 
open. The contraction of the coat together with that of the 
underlying cell layers in the dorsal regions of the embryo 
appeared to be the cause of the stripping of the ectoderm and neural 
FIGURE 
Blastula cells of T.alpeatria under dark ground 
iU.uaination. The hyaline margins of the cell (ace 
arrows ) were performing the movement called cyclosia 
,,., hen thishotograph was taken. From film 12. Scale, 
1 cm = 57 micra. 
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plate to one side of the disaggregate. The endoderm and 
mesoderm of gastrula and early neurula stages disaggregated 
easily but the neural plate became resistant towards the end 
of gastrulation. Later the mesoderm and finally the endoderm 
became resistant. As disaggregation continued the emhryo lost 
its mechanical strengtb,probably as a result of the weakening 
of the adkesions,and it slumped down in the bottom of the dish 
as a loose pile of cells. Gentle shaking spread this pile of 
cells over the dish,though the stickiness of the cells and of 
the jelly tended to impede their spreading. The breaking open 
of the embryo reTealed a email number of yolk platelets which 
appeared to lie between the cells. They seemed to be extracellular 
and not the products of cytolysis during disaggregation. They can 
be compared with the yolk platelets found in histological sections 
lying between cells. However there is a certain amount of cytolysis 
during disaggregation which produces yolk platolets,or a risk of 
its occuli,ence. The separation of the cells spread outwards from 
the blastoporemost rapidly ventrally,most slowly dorsally. The 
disaggregation which began at the animal pole did not spread far. 
If the surface coat had been injured a slight disaggregation began 
at the site of the wound. Fragments of neurectoderm held together 
by thin and attenuating strands of surface coat were the. 
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last tissues to disaggregate, On no occasion was cell 
division seen amongst cells of post-cleavage stages in calcium 
free media. 
The use of such alkaline solutions to disaggregate the 
embryos may damage the cells by reason of the very groat 
difference in the chemical behaviour of the various molecules 
forming the outside of the cell (and to a lesser extent 
internal ones as well) between these pH values and those 
normally associated with their life. Yamada (1950) and 
Holtfrotor (1944b) have shown that exposure of various 
amphibian embryonic coils to such alkaline solutions may alter 
their presumptive fate. Other means of disaggregating the 
embryos may be less damaging if lees alkaline media can be 
used. 	It was partly with this object in mind that the various 
agents which complex calcium have been used as disaggregating 
agents. 	Firstly, their action was investigated in order 
to discover the lowest pH value at which they would bring 
about disaggregation, which in turn would provide some suggest-
ion as to the nature of the chemical groups on the cell binding 
calcium to itself. 	There is a competition between the 
calcium binding groups of the cells and those of the comploxing 
agent for calcium ions. A measure of the amount of calcium 
held on the cells, that in solution, and that bound to the 
complexing agent will permit the calculation of the stability 
constant for calcium binding by the cell at that pH. 	If 
the stability constant can be determined for a number 
of pH values the results can give 
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information about the chemical nature of the bonds holding 
calcium. The occurrence of disaggregation fora given chemical 
agent can be compared with the stability constants which have 
been determined and thus some assessment can be made of the 
question of whether it is calcium binding mainly or only 
to a lesser degree which is responsible for cell adhesion. 
The methods by which these calculations have been made are 
described later, but the stability constants for the calcium 
complex of EDTA at various pH values are given below in 
the introduction to the experiments on the determinations 
of the pH thresholds for disaggregation by various complexing 
agents. 
b) Experiments on the disaggregation of Xenopus Laovis embryos 
in various media which complex calcium, i EDTA 
EDTA 0.000511 - 0.00511 in calcium-free Holtfreter buffered 
either with 0.00911 phosphate or 0.00111 tris buffers to various 
pH values in the range of 5.6 - 9,0 or with 0.001I 2-amino-2-
methyl-1, 5-propanediol from pH 8.5 - 9.5 was the complexing 
agent used for the greater part of this work. The stability 
constant of the calcium complex at various pH values in given 
in Table 11, 
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TABLE IX 
Loaz'ithiaio etability conotantc3 for 
EDTA calcium complex at various hydrogen ion concentrations 
k 	5 	6 	7 	 9 	10 
iY; 	ce 
of freo 	2.0 2.3 3.3 505 	6.3 7.3 	9.2 
IDTA 
1005 excess 	2 10 2.5 443 6.0 7.3 	8.3 9,3 10.2 
This table is taken from Chaberek, Bersworth and 1--larto1, 1959 
Examination of Table XI shows that hD1A only begins to 
shots appreciable co-qploxino power for calcium when the pH is 
above 6. Therefore the action of EDTA was triad only over 
the range pa 6 to 9.5. The experiments were arrarìsd in 
the saus manner as those described above. The pU values 
6.0, 6. 9 6982 7.0, 7.5 9 7.8, .0 9 845, 9,0 9 9.2, 9.5 were 
tried. 
Results: 
Uibryos of Xenopus laovis of stages from early blastula 
to late gastrula were found to disaggregato in this medium 
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if the pH was at above pH 7.8. few exporicioute on T.alpostrie 
material showed that the pH threshold was much lower for this 
material than for Xonopus embryos; the threshold lay in the 
ange 6.0 - 6.2. At pH 9.5 the processes of disaggrogation in 
Xonopus embryos wore similar to those found in disagrogation 
with alkaline media lacking complocing agents. At successively 
loer pH values there was less and loss cytolysis and disaggre-
gations done below pH 	showed little or no cytolysis, 1n 
thoo disaggrogations done below pa 9.2 no jelly aearod, and 
the free coils have no stickiness for one another. During 
disarogation the surface coat broke up more easily than under 
the action of alkaline media lacking comploxing agents, and 
there was loss rolling up of the ectodorriz 	The various cell 
layers of the embryos all disaggrogated at about the same rate, 
which indicated that there was little diforerice in the methods 
of coherence of cells in the various coil liyors. All the 
various sorts of cell would roaggreato if the culture medium 
contained ionic calcium and had a pH near 7. Preblastular 
and postgastrular stages do not behave in the manner described 
above on disaggregation with EDTA4 
The effect of EDA on preblactular stages is døscribed first, 
ior those stages the pH threshold for disaggregation has not 
boon so precisely determined as for blastular and gastrular 
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staaos t but it appears to lie between PH 7.8 and 8.0. 
EDTA damaged the cell surface of unfertilised Xenopue laevjs 
ego at PH 8 9 0 and the outermost membrane of the egg rtrns seen to 
pool away from the tound and slowly diesolvo in the medium. 
This round first appeared at the vegetal pole provided that 
the cell surface eas not damaged during the removel of the 
vitellino membrane. In the course of an hour the egg cytolysed 
under the action of 0,0011-1 EDTA, and the only solid remains vere 
yolk platelets and a small pigmented nubbin about 50-70 micra 
in radius derived from the surface layers of the egg at the 
animal pole. After fortilisation the coil surface became 
resistant to this lysing action of EDTA; this resistance 
spreads from the animal to the vogotal pole during the 
cleavage stages. At the early blastula stage (ieutkoop 
sago 7) EDTA has no visible action on the embryos other than 
the production of disaggregation, Cell divi8ion continued 
in the presence of EDTA during cleavage stages, but this 
doorn not occur during the disaggregation of later stages. The 
first Iov cleavages began fairly normally in th/proconco of 
ITJ, but the cell surface broke up in the vegetal regions 
and those portions of the embryo began to lyse. The lysic 
spread towards the animal pole and disarranged the position 
of the deepening furrovs, in consequence of this lysio insido 
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the embryo it bocamo possible to remove pieces of the cell 
surface in the animal portion of the embryo which had not 
been attacked by the EDT. Some pieces of the surface were 
isolated in this manner and given to Dr. G. Selman for exam-
ination by electron microscopy, These observations indicate 
that it is the cell surface which develops a resistance to the 
lysing action of EDTA. By the 8-cell stage the dorsal half 
of the embryo was entirely resistant to the lysing action of 
ED2A 9 although disaggregation occurred. The cleavage 
furrows opened out during this disaggregation and were 
seen to pass into the cytolytic regions ventrally, 	In 
the opening furrows the white region described as newly 
formed cortical material by Selman and .iaddington (1955) 
may be seen. T.alpostrjs cleavage stages behaved in the 
same manner, but unfortilised eggs of this species were 
entirely resistant to lysis by mDTA. 	This difference 
from unforti1sod eggs of Xenpus might be due to a strong 
binding of calcium ions to the cell surface before fertili-
cation. 	In consequence the EDTJI would not remove much of 
the calcium from the cell surface in one extraction. Evidence 
for the strong binding of calcium by unfertilicod eggs of 
Arbacia was found by ilazia (1937), an4ie also found that the 
degree of binding lessened on fertilisation, Lansing and 
Rosenthal (193) Cive evidence for the calcium binding eIion 
by thic material boing located in the call aurfaco o It is 
of interest to consider vfllothox* or no the cull oirfeco watoral 
doGcribod ioro i.e identical pith Holtfrotorlo cufaco coat 
(194. 
iabryoc which tero placed in calcium-froo ioltfrotor at 
the eao pli (3.o) at c1oavao ctaiée uoro %ndaiaod in the 
course of tto days, thou eventually their doVolopEucat bo-
cazio abnora1 and they died nt 3 	days * As oontionod 
earlier if the pH i.e above 9.6 those ctaaeo lyeo in the 
manner doocribod above, 
Rid-nourula and later otaoe core found to become rocict-
ant to the dicaGareoating action of bonm # Whon neural clocuro 
became complete it cao ipoc,ible to dioroate the oubryoo 
cith EUTA* The nouroctodora vce the firet roion to bocoio 
rooictant to the action of l]Th, and thie vao follocod by the 
eouiitoc and notochorda1 tieuoe. Tho lateral plate m000dara,  
aot bcamo roei4ant and finally the oxidodorii failed to 
dicaroto under the action of iDTA, 	obeorvatione 
are ehotn in figure 2, vUoh aloe inciudee the roculte of 
tho tooto on the ability of the cello to roaropto. A 
eaall riuubor of toto nero done on eplanto of the variouc 












Bhowing the effects of £DTA on the embryos of Xenopue 
at various atagea,and the reaggregating ability of the 
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evidence wao found for the poocibility that the pH thxoohold 
for dicai3arodation iiht z'i8o as the oobryo developed. All 
otaos that vore dioagoatod by IZDA did co if the 9H rao 
above 7.8* Later stages did not dtz'ogate at any pfl. up 
to 10.0, and at higher VH values only chowod cytolycie. 
• 	 tTG on the. 4at,oration of  Xonou loovie 
z.voe in yAEi2us Mgja LkliQh coloz ca. ii a , 
othoz 	ep&ne arioi. 
ii3or but incolcte toto were done with the couplezini 
agents MA and OCO ; identical z'oaulte wore obtained. 
Citrates have a coplextnj affinity for calcium and the 
aoaj4oz to fairly stables £chuboz't and Liudonbciva (193) 
report that the etability oonetant at pU 7.0 for the calcium 
complex t4tb oitrato and uith tz'icarbzillylcite have the volueo 
(arithmetical) of 1410 and 66 roopoctivolyo These valuoc are 
very much lowev. than that of the CDA ooinpioz but nevortholoca 
indicate fairly stable comploneo with calciurn. 0alato thow 
a oiuilar behaviour. Feldman (1955) uood citratoc and ozalatoc 
for the diGaGroation of JEiturxLs embryonic cello with wuococo. 
2tO rosulte ouagoot that those ajentc brought about dtoaz'option 
by removal of caictuc foa the onbryoo, 
By testing the disaaGroGatina action of citrate, tricarb. 
aUylato, and lutazato C stability constant at pi 7.0 of 
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Ca form = 38,Martell and Calvin,1932) it is possible to 
compare the effects on disaggregation at various points in 
a range of calcium stability constants. Thus some idea of 
the calcium binding ability of the cell surface or cement 
can be got. 
Feldman prepared his solutions to be 0.01714 in citrate 
and 0.0214 in glycino made up in calcium-Xreo Holtfreter 
solution. 0.01714 solutions of citrate, tricarballylato and 
glutamate were prepared, and their pH was adjusted to the 
required value with sodium hydroxide solution. 
At pH 7.8 the citrate-glycirio medium disaggregatod 
Xenopua gastrulae and early neurulas, and the process was 
very similar to that de'ibod for the action of alkaline 
media at pH 96 or above. Some cytolysis happened and a 
certain amount of jolly material was formed. Roaggregation 
occurred subsequently provided that the stage disaggregated 
was not later than very late gastrula. Mid and late neurulno 
did not disaggregate in this medium. The action of this medium 
on cleavage stages was not tried. 
The tricarballylato-glycino medium was used at pH 94-0 
on stage 11 embryos, and there was partial disaggregation of 
19 embryos out of 20, one embryo being almost unaffected. 
At pH 897 there was no disaggregation of a group of 10 embryos 
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of this stage. At pH 9.6 disaggregation was complete 
with embryos 01 this stage. All the disagrogates re-
aggregatedon return to normal }loitfroter. In appearance 
the process was identical with the disaggregation produced 
by the citrate medium. 
The glutamate-glycine medium was tested on stage 10 - 
104 embryos of Xenous. At pH 6.7 and 8,35 there iae no 
visible action on groups of 10 embryos. At pH 9.04 there 
as a slight loss of reflectivity from the surface coat but 
no other effect, at pH 9.44 there was a slight disaggreation 
of the embryos just dorsal to tkt'yo1k-plug. These latter 
pair of tests were dons on groups of S embryos each. The 
disagregates reaggregated on return to normal Holtlreter 
solution. 
Discussion of the results of experiments on disagggation 
The compounds that have been studied for their ability 
to produce disaggrogation shou a great range of stability 
constants to their reactions with calcium. These range 
from that of EPTA which is so high that only 'a very small 
amount of ionic calcium is in equilibrium with the free 
agent to Slutamic acid which has a very lot stability constant. 
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The figures quoted for the calcium stability constants mostly 
refer to pH 7. As the p}1 of the medium in vhich they are 
present rises so the calcium stability constant rises. 	It 
is hardly surprieing that disaggiregation bocomos possible at 
some pH value in any of thosomedia, because previous observ-
ation has shown that disaggregation will occur in the absence 
of calcium ions or of a comp1eing agent above pH 9.6. The 
exact pH threshold for a given comploxing agent will depend on 
three variables. Firstly the dogros to which the adhesion 
of cells is controlled by factors which do not involve the 
action of calcium, and thIé may vary with pH. Second the 
change in the stability constant with pH fo calcium binding 
by that portion of the embryo responsible for adhesion, and 
lastly the rise in value of the stability constant with 
pH for tho disaggregating agents óonsidered. 
Qualitatively the results obtained support the idea 
that the removal of calcium causes disaggrogation, The 
series of agents, citrate, tricarballylate and glutamate 
require successively higher pH thrcthold8 to cause disaggre-
gation, which would be expected from the values of their 
stability constants at p11 7. Of course no value is known 
for the stability constants for the calcium complexes of these 
agents at their pH thresholds for disaggregation but at any given 
PH they may be expected to maintain the same relative order as 
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at j$' 7. Thoco onporiwonts do not in toicolvoi indicate 
the doroo to vilaich the throe factors Outlined above acI, 
but they provide the baoio ior the later aceoeönt oi thie 
)robioz3 for they provide the pU thresholds for a nuabor of  
onto which cause 	reation1 	Lo 2ar no account bao 
boon taken of othoz' choiical oocto ticki thoco aonto ar 
have upon the ombryoc, Thoco otior eifecto of couro izoy  
act upon coil adhesion and in pazt dotorizao the pkl t}irochold 
or 4ieaijroatión. A priori the aonto ucod in the annor 
doecribod are not epootod to have any opociic action on 
chouical foaturee, og the eabryoc other than their calciva 
or magnesium 
content. £ovorthol000 coao cujoction ol ouch action to 
provided by the fact that tao pL threshold gor icaroation 
vith'ZDTA to 7., ohoroao for citrato it to ok the &ae value 
or 1oor, although LMA has a stability constant about a 
oucand tioo Greater than citrate at the eacie pHe 	oro- 
over dicagroation uitii citrate produces a jolly botveen 
the collo l uhoroaa thic doba not appear in die 
iitii 
This jelly my rocult £roo the cytolcic of the cello 
but it may porhapo be derived froo an intercellular coaezat 1 
or 2.rou the oUin of a layer of matorial on tho coil cur'aco. 
It kno boon noticed by Yacida (190) and Holt9rotor (195b), 
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The general indication from there experiments that the ccll 
adhesion of these embryos is controlled to a considerable 
extent by calcium ions was made by Iloltfreter (191 b). 
The present work describes the determination of the pH  
thresholds for disaggrogation for a variety of ctaos and 
disaggrogating agents. The phenomena observed in the 
treatment of cleavage stages with JDTA etco do not appar 
to have been described previously. At present their 
significance is obscure. 
The intention of the experiments described above was 
the provision of information on the action of calcium and 
p11 on cell adhesion. 	In the next section consideration 
is made of the results of studios on cell adhesion made 
with enzymes, in order to give some idea of the importance 
of various organic chemical groupings in cell adhesion. 
c. Experiments on the disagrogation of )Canopus laevis 
embryos with enzymes. 
The enzymes trypsin and ribonucloase were used in 
these experiments. Testicular hyaluronidase was used 
as well; but on assaying it for possible contamination 
with ribontaclease by the method of Davidson at a].. (1957) 
much ribonuclease was found. The results of experiments 
done with hyaluronidase were identical with those done with 
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ribonucloase. So far it has boon impossible to obtain hyalur-
onidase free of ribonucleaso. 
Effects of trypsin 
£1oscona (1952), Trinkhauc and Groves (195) and other 
uorksrs have used trypsin digestion for the disaggrogation 
of chick and mammalian taatorial. The trysin vas dissolved 
in culture media free from calcium and magnesium salts. They 
found it possible to roaggrogae the free colic obtained' by 
this method. Trypsin is thoughtto attack proteins at their 
arginyl or lysyl portions, according to Sumner and Hyrback 
(1951). 	Its action is greatly :promoted by the presence of 
calcium ion and it is thought by some, e.g. Ilaurowitz ot al. 
(i95) to have little action on native proteins comarod with 
its action on denatured proteins. Those facts suggest that 
it will attack mainly those proteins which are basic and do- 
natured. 
Two sets of experiments were arranged. In the first 
whole embryos or explants from them were placed in trypsin 
solutions to see whether dicaggregation would occur. In 
the second embryos which had boon disaggrogatod at high p 
were washed with trypsin solutions to discover if the jelly 
material would dissolve. Trypsin obtained from I'losars. 
Lghto was used. Solutions of various ctrongths were made 
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up in normal and calcium-free Holtfreter Golution, buffered 
to pH 791 with 0.00114 trio and hydrochloric acid or pH 7.8 
with the phophato buffer doscribod earlier. ThepH optimum 
of the enzyme is 7.8. All experiments were done on embryos 
Of Iiouwkoop otagos 10 - 11. 
In the first set of experiments groups of four embryos 
were treated with 3% 9  1%, 046% and 0.06 w/v solution o of 
trypsin in normal floltfretor at pH 7.1. 	Do dic-aggrerition 
or oxtenoive cytolysis occurred. There was however a slight 
damage to the surface coat shown by the loss of fine granules 
from it, which continued for many hours. The embryos con-
tinued to develop fairly normally throughout a lengthy treat- 
ment with the enzyme. A few enbryos were treated with trypsin 
dissolved in calcium-free kioltfrotor solutions. 	In these 
cases a slight cytolysis occurred with 3 trypsin. However 
since the trypsin was found to contain an appreciable amount 
of magnesium it is probably that sufficient magnesium is present 
in the solution to oIfset the absence of calcium. 
The effect of treatment embryos with trypsin prior to 
disaggrogation with EDTA was tried. After a few preliminary 
trials it was found that exposure of stage 11 embryos to l 
trypsin in normal Holtfreter for one minute was sufficient to 
prevent subsequent disaggregtion by 0.00l1 EDTA. Groups of 
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five embryos were exposed for one minute to trypsin solutions 
in normal floltfreter solution at the following concentrations 
3%,1%, 0.6% and 0.06% before transfer to EDTA. Immediately 
after the trypBn treatment the embryos were not damaged visibly. 
After 40 minutes in EDTA those embryos which had been treated 
with 3% trypsin showed n1 sign of disaggregation • tThereás 
control embryos were fully disaggregated. Those ombryds which 
had been pretreated with trypsin were now in the form of a 
ball of cytolytic material firmly gummed #ogether by what 
appeared to be a thick and viscous jelly. Those embryos which 
had been treated with 1% and 0.6% trypsin showed similar 
conditions though those were not so fully developed. The 
embryos treñted with 0.06% trypsin showed 'a moderately complete 
disaggregation although there was appreciable cytolysis. These 
embryos showed an easier separation of the ectodermal cells 
from one another than in the controls, but the mesodermal 
and endodermal cells were more cohesive. This'situatizft is 
the reverse of that obtained in the straightforward dicaggrogation 
of such stages with £DTA, in which the endpdorm i8 the least 
cohesive and the ectoderm the most cohesive tissue. Such 
embryos showed reaggrogation on return to normal HoltIreter 
solution, 
In the short while for which the embryos are exposed to 
trypsin it is unlikely that the concentration of trypsin 
inside the embryo reaches equilibrium with that outside. 
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Consequently most of the action of the trypsin will appear 
in the outer portions of the embryo, where it is present in 
highest concentration. 	If trypsin acts by breaking down the 
protein structure involved in coil cohesion this would account 
for the losoning of cell cohesion in the ectoderm but would 
not account for the apparent increase in cohesion in the 
other tissues. 
In the second sot of oxperinonts the embryos were 
first disaggrogatod with the bicarbonate-carbonate buffer 
or with the 2-'auiino-2-mnethyl-1, .-propanodiol buffer at pH 
9.60 for an hour; they wore then washed with normal bit-
freter at pH 7.8 (phosphate buffer)* 	Sufficient solid 
trypsin was added to give a l w/v concentration in the 
medium* Those portions of the ectoderm which had not been 
disciggrogated fully underwent a violent inrolling. 	The 
jelly between the cells began to dissolve and after several 
hours the cells began to cytolyso. Thoce disagregatos 
which wore returned to normal Holtfretor solution (with 
several washings) after the trypsin had disolved the jelly, 
failed to roaggrecito. 	Cells from such disagrogates maintained 
movements such as cyclosis and cells frequently came into 
contact with one another, but no firm adhesions wore formed. 
Such behaviour suggests that trypsin acts on the adhesive 
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proportioc of the coils. If embryos tiers treated for a 
shorter vJiLiio with trypein, some reareation was possible, 
but the coils tiere very adherent to the glass of the culture 
dich, and formed a thin monolayer on its surface, cee figure 
. This pair of observations sugoets that the jolly may 
be nocosary for reagreation, but other explanations for 
the failure of rea&roation after treatment viith trypein 
are posciblo. 
Although trypsin has a fairly specific site of attack 
on proteins the multiplicity of places tihoro it may attack 
the coil make the interpretation of the results difficult. 
It is remarkable that trypein has very little effect on embryos 
if no other treatment is made. This might be duo to the 
occurrence of anti-tryptic agent in the embryos. Evidence 
for the occurrence of a heparin-like substance in the surface 
of the es of some sea-urchins is described by Roilbrunn 
(1956). 	Rortiitt (190) showed that heparin can have an anti- 
tryptic action. In the interpretation of thoo experiments 
in rihich disaggrogation with LDTA tiac tried after treatment 
tiith trypsin one is troubled by an uncertainty as to vbether 
the trypsin acts on the coils prior to the application of  
DTA or uhethor the action is duo to the trypsin present in 





Monolayer of Xenopus gastrula cells 
r.aggregat.d after alight treatment with 
trypain. Micron.g.In. 8 second*. 1" objective, 
x 10 eyepiece. Scale. 1cm • 60 micra. 
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ocibo that tryin ae.o on tho oabL'roo prior to the 
ap1Lcation of SDTA and ca!oo the ooUc gar noro oriaoabo to 
calcium aiad caGnosiums In conoqueace the SMA recovec the 
calcium and mG>neolum from the interiors of the coUp and  
causes cto1yote. 3oao evidence for thin theory ic fouzd in 
the tact that the onoo papain aypocire to inooace tho pormab-
ility of the coU cornbrano to cai,ctwn ( coo paeo &$ ) • Such 
a theory vou1d oz4.ain the lacIt of aparont action of trypein 
on embryos in codia rich in c,tizz21, for the zao4ium rjoald  
contain eiatficiont calcluQ to mintain the ooneattvation of 
QalCiuQ vithin the-celle t e-cell at a fairly hih IOV016 Tbip thooy 
doec not require the e;itoco of ctiotr'tio ciCoatal and 
It cuagooto that the otraoturo& attaeZo by trin ao of Little 
iortance in cell adhocioze it to unlikoly that the other Vo scibility 
that toin only acto iben t'A to Vrocort in correct, for 
try.yalz laill not on cello ¶bicb hao been io1ato1 by other 
cetbo& of dicaearocation t to diezolve the jolly =4 doctroy  
the OVOV Of voaaaroaattono It chould be Vocoible to toot thin 
problem by a corien of euporimonto on calziuo loco by oryoo 
after troatcont with tryoino inco tryin alone doec uot 
daroato obryoo 9t could cocci that grotein otructroc of the 
Lind attacked by tryjoin cannot be of C3roat iaiyrtanco in coil 
adhoojons Yet troatc.ot eitb trypin proonto oboqaent 
rearoation of the embryonic coll. 
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This problem can be accounted for by the theory that established 
cell adhesion can continue even though a protein component of 
the adhesive system is damaged, but that the poor of re-
establishing adhesion is lost. U the presence or absence 
of a hydrolytic action of trypsin on the cell surfaces 
or cementing structure could be demonstrated. in the intact 
embryo this problem could be solved. 	In the above discussion 
the assumption has been made that trypsin acts on protein 
structures to produce materials which are less adhesive than 
their precursors, but it is possible that the reverse is true. 
If this were so a very different interpretation of the results 
would be necessary. The results suggest that the jolly con-
tains a protein component. And that some protein coponent 
is important in cell adhesion, £1oscona (1952) and other 
workers who used trypsin for the disaggregation of chick 
material did not find the oubeequent reaggregation oar, pre- 
vented. 	VJhether this difference is duo to the nature of the 
material or to the culture methods used is uncertain. 
Effects of ribonuclease 
Ribonuclease A is the enzyme which attacks ribonucleic 
acid, hydrolysing part, of it to a mononucleotide state, though 
a portion is loft in a state of comparatively high polymeriation. 
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A protease-free sample of the enzyme was used. This enzyme 
is most stable at pH 2,0 - 4.5 but its pH optimum is 7.7 9 
at which pH however it is quite :rpidly destroyed. A partial 
compromise was made in its use between these two choico, and 
it was used at pH 7.0 in a 0.0005I1 tris bufier. 
Its action on the jelly obtained from diaroates made 
at pH 9.6 - 9.3 was tried. 	Six stage 12 embryos wore dis- 
agroatod in 0.O1U 2-.amino-2-mothyl-1 1 5-pro.anodiol in 
calcium-free Holtfroter at pH 9.E. 	Uuch jelly was formed 
between the colic. The o:bryonic disa reato were washed 
in calcium-free Holtfretor solution buffered to pil 7.1 with 
0.0O14 tris, and then the freshly preparod ribonuclease was 
added giving a final concentration of about 12 microrzime 
per milli)Jtro of riborucle06c in the culture dihoo, 	In 
the course of 15 rninutes the jelly was observed to become 
much more diffuse and to disappear in. many places. There 
was no other visible action. The Dmibryos wore then returned 
to normal Holtfrotor solution and bi&ns ok roaregation 
were looked for next day, None were found, though controls 
reareated normally. 
The results suggest that the jelly contains a ribon-
ucleic acid component. They also suggest that the rouàval 
of a ribonucloic acid component removes the ability for 
- 
roaroGation from the cells, but this component is not 
necessarily identical ruth that contained in the jelly. 
Since treatment ruith ribonuclease does not inhibit the move-
ment of the coils such as cyclosis, it seems probable that 
it may inhibit reaggrogcttion by destroying their ability to 




Reaggrotation of embryonic coils of Xonopuc laovis 
If the coils which have been disaggregated by some 
of the methods described previously are roturnod to fairly 
normal conditions of culture they may reunite into multi-
cellular bodies. This reunion is called roaggrogation. 
In order for this union to take place two conditions are 
necessary. Firstly the cells must either be in contact 
or be able to come into contact. Secondly they must be 
able to adhere in these contacts. The term 'roaggregation' 
is usually ucod to cover the processes involving both of 
these conditions. Frequently its use is extended to the 
process of the sorting out of the different typos of cells 
into groups according to their typo. Roux (1694) described 
reaggrogation of blastomeres of Rana fusca in terms of the 
cells coming together and adhering. Reaggregation, 
including cell sorting, was described by t1ilon (1907) for 
sponges and for coclentoratos (1911)o more recently IIoccona 
and Uoccona (1952) have found that chick embryonic material 
will roaggrogato. The importance of adhesion in roaggrogation 
is clear, and it was for this reason in part that the work to 
be described was done, 
oux considered that the isolated coils of Roiusca 
did not ohow random movements, but that they moved towards 
one another in a directed manner, He called this movement 
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'cytotais' (1896), earlier in 1894 he had used the term 
'cytotropism' for the same phenomenon. He proposed that the 
movements ioro directed by the response of the cells to chemical 
emanations from other coils, A similar mechanism has been 
suggested to account for the behaviour of the slime moulds, 
(Acrasiales) by Bonner, (1947). He and others have found 
much evidence for the idea that isolated single cells of the 
rooting stages move totarde others by chemotactic methods 
and thus unite to form the fruiting bodies. Voitlander 
(1932) and Kuhl (1937) reinvostigated the reaggregation of 
amphibian embryonic coils. They found no evidence for the 
occurrence of any other than random movement of the cello in 
the reaggrogation process. If adheion occurs on contact 
the random movement of the cells will in duo course bring 
about tho union of the cells. Roux observed the rate and 
mode of approach of pairs of cells, but his observations tiers 
on a small number of selected pairs of cells and cannot be 
regarded as being statistically siniiicant. Kuhl. used 
blactomeres from Triturug embryos and made timIapso 
films of the movements of the coils. He found that the 
movements of the cells statistically were random and that cell 
contacts vore as readily made as lost. This latter 
observation implies that no reaggregation occurred. Liho-
tiiso Roux's material shoved little or no reaggrogation. 
M. 42 . 
There was no success in producing reaggregation of embryonic 
amphibian cells into large groups' which would undergo continued 
differentiation and in which the cells were sorted out into 
definite tissues until the experiments of aoltfreter (194a). 
For sponges and coelenterates extensive reaggregationof 
this nature had been described from the earliest observations. 
The methods of disaggregation used by Roltfreter were 
chemical, whereas those of Kuhl were mechanical, which 
resulted in much cell damage. Kuhl used blastomores where-
as Holtireter used gastrula or late blastula cells. These 
or other differences may account for . the fact that Kuhl failed 
to obtain reaggregation. But this failure may be no more 
than a reflection of the fact that in the very dispersed 
cultures used by Kuhl random movement would have to be 
continued for a very long while for significant reaggregation 
to take place, oven if adhesion occurred at every contact. 
Since Kuhl tailed to obtain reaggregation, it can be objected 
that his experiments do not test whether the movement of the 
cells is random or directed. Ho].tfretor (1945a) considers 
that it is unlikely that the movement of re4ggregating cells 
is directed, but he offers no more evidence than that provided 
by direct observation. Later (1947a) he repeats the suggestion, 
however, pointing out that cells in close proximity way exhibit 
reciprocal attraction. In consequence it seemed desirable to 
4; 
invotiato the quootion of otIwr tho rnovoarit ot the ooU 
to rrtndotm or dirocted* 
vi&nco for tho CIootazia of colla in obryonio naterii 
haG boon GIVen by HoIttrotor (1947a) v7h0 etadled the Moveaeato 
of the cwlanophoroo of t1aipin, tadpoio8 VhOn lecithin iripLnto 
ero iado in the body aLL. Likotioo iitty (195) conoidors 
that the reajS.OrogQtjon of tho  lnopboroe in tho black £oz'i 
of the cvzolotl io bouht about by ohotuici. Twitty 
and Wiu (1948) obtained ovidonco that chemical factor affect 
diproion of coacttobore cello from amphibian embzyoG. 
1toff, (1925) atudyina tho reaGaregation of epone coll, 
did not find any ov.donco diroctd sovomont of the coflc. 
The iiovoete o* tw colla bao been studiod by QDkina 
tito lapeo 9110 of roaoationo. ¶Choo filic alo provide 
much ovidenco on the wy in which adhocions are gormod between 
the cello an4 on tho part playod by coil adhocion in the form
ation of the roaggroaatos The roe&4te of to eiont 
doocribod in the previous ooction provida zagdostioar, as to 
the ntturo of ceLL adhocione Yarther ai;poriaanto on tho ofoct 
of variouo chemical and yhysical factors on coil adhesion in 
roarootion voro mdo and are reported in this aoctton of the 
thooin. 
The sorting out o the different cell typos from one another 
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which may occur in reaggregation, has been investigated by 
Holtfreter (1943a) and-others. He found that there is no 
sorting out of the cells of gastrulae in their reaggregation 
during the formation of the aggregate. 	In his paper with 
Townes (1955) they report there is no sorting of the cells 
till some while after the reaggrégato is formed. It is 
fairly clear that there can be no great degree of sorting 
of the cells while the cells are moving together and form-
ing their first adhesions, for if it were otherwise the sep-
aration of the various sorts of cells from one another could 
be seen. Nevertheles& it is possible that thero may be 
some degree of sorting, which though not obvious to brief, 
examination, would be revealed by statistical enquiry. Cell 
sorting could be brought about by directed movement. It could 
also occur if the only cells to form adhesions were of like 
kind or if like pairs of cells formed stronger adhesions 
than unlike. 	In the latter case it would be necessary 
for the weaker adhesions to sever more frequently than the 
stronger, if sorting were to be brought about. Chiakulas 
(1952) has described such differential cell adhesions in 
wound healing. The results of the analysis of the films 
have been used to examine this problem of cell sorting. 
However it seems probable that cell sorting occurs 
after the reaggregato has formed. 	In consequence of the 
45g. 
opaoitr of tho ooUo it to extremely difficult to detect 
co.i movemonts within the reagaregatoo Utcto1ogica 
proparatiens have been made of a nuabev at ro zoateo in 
order to obtain evidence on the occurrence of cell cortin, 
All studies on coil oorting my be liable to the objection 
that it hac not boon shown that the ariouo cell types survive 
dtsareaticn and roaggrog4tiono Trinkhaus (1956) ouoote 
that cells may dediftorontiato azO than roditforontiato into 
another type  of coil. In order to settLe this objection it 
ouid be noaesaL29 to ma individual cello of a known typo 
in somo haralose inanner ao that they could bø traced in the 
reagaroGates Technically thie procedure is very diUi.oulf to 
pórtorm. A loss cati factory aetbod of iuvoatiation is to 
rOagroate tissues of a previously biown )roeurnptLvo fate and 
interaction, and to test the roareato for the appearance 
of colic of unexpected tya* iloovor the isolation of only a 
few coil typos at a time uay obscure ahangea which would take 
place when many other call typos are isolated with thou, ao 
In rQaroc too of whole osbryov. An ozaspl.o of ouch a Chano 
to that described by Loposchov (1955), in which chanoo in 
coil type occur when the total number of cello of one procuptive 
4o 46 0 
fate in a macc in iarte. Another in fount in tho v3ork of 
Yata& (191.0)0 ciho toaM that chor&L celia tiou34 induce 
aocodorm ticuo of one sort to aivo rice to a number of 
organs which voro not wouot the orane usually foied by 
that tiouuo0 bec3pito thoco objections exoriaonto on the 
ieolcLtion, dinaregation and o ratton of ti ties of 
known presumptive fate have been done to test the possibility 
that ehanos in cell typo occur* But by reason of thooc 
objectiono the results and interprotations of such eperinonts 
should be rcardod with groat caution. 
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An1sis of MM-50S rzogation, a, fiirni !nothoda. 
&brjoo were diena3roSatod in the rbonatcbicabonats buffer 
at 0 9.8 or in EDTA at vH 8.0. When dicag'oation was coploto 
which is after a period of from forty to sixty sinutoop the die 
gretin medium wao ro4aca4 with noxwril Holtfrator solution at 
pB 6.9-7.1. The procoso of reaggrogntion wao oboorvcd the eaftor. 
A epooic4 typo of culture dish was used to hold the roaggrog-
ations which wore being Mmodo The construction of this is 
indicated in figure 4 	The dish is constructed so that good 
optical conditions for ftttiug are had. The reagga'ogating embryonic 
cello are inside a glass rings whiob is oemoutod with polytbono onto 
a slide of lnn. thickness, This slide lies in a petri dish9 and is 
surmounted by an invortod watch glass with a oorsrs1ip sot in its 
controo The medium mode the ring adheres to the covorelip above 
by capillary action. TWO the medium forms a oo1uin whose ends are 
the plane surfacos of the cvoreUp and the slide This column 
contains the optical path w30d in filming. The petri dish has an 
optical flat sot in its centre so that all the boundaries tz'avoreod 
by the optical path are plane aurfacca. This condition prevents 
distortion of the image of the reaggr'ogato. The petri dish is 
flooded with Roltfretor solution in ordor that evaporation froa the 
medium inside the glees ring night be slight. An air apace is 
present inside the inverted watch glass, which stands over the 
slide, in ooneouenoo the dium inside the glees ring is not in 
connection with that in the potri dish, but adheres to the oovorslip 
sot In the watch glass. This air space provides oJgtsn for the 
LOV€ rsi 
set in inver 
watch glass 
Slide with glc 	i. 
between 
is ring. 
VIEW OF CULTURE DISH USED FOR 
FILMING. 
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og'oto. Tho modium bibtde the glaso rim LO bold to to 
ovei'slip above by cUly attraction ao that there to a narrotr 
aonioouo between the to of the ring and the oovoroUp, through 
tizich Same may diffuac in =d out of the otu 
This dish was mounted on the stage of n miorooaoo and te1tQo 
fume tore taken using loti and high power objotiveo 	Dioag'egatton 
was done in the dish provided by the glass ring MnA elide and the 
whole culture dish was pt together on the stage of the nicrosoopo 
just boforo filming was to begin. The filming was done by £ir. 
E. Lucoy of the filu unit s Institute of Animal Oonôtice, University 
of dinburgh. Puma of the roaggrogatton of eight BoMs Gastrulao 
were madop six of those wore filmed using the l' oboctivo of the 
microscope, two with higher powor. Zino flmo of the roaggz'ogation 
of Triturue blastulao wore wade. Sin of those films wore taken 
using a 16mm. phase contrast objectivop two with &Wk ground illum-
ination at a similar cvplEjoation and one with noral Illumination 
with a l6n. objective0 A short toothical description of the films 
Is given in appendix 1, For those films taken at higher poviorc, or 
under phase contrast IllwAnation g the potri dish was removed from 
the composite dish in order to provido the mia1l working distance 
required by the optical 57otom. 
The nogativoo of those filcs are the proporty of the Inatituto of 
Animal Genetics, University o dinburghQ The institute and I 
possess positive copies of these films, An edited film with a 
spoken coiontary has boon utdoo it is hoped to submit this film 
together with the thesis0 
The observations trade frcn the films have boon added to by direct 
If 9 
oination of roawrocsUan, 'oz' such es nation the atts'ial 
vao culturod in the dishoo formed by the Slama rinao and thin 
olidos, and those dishes uoro stored inside pairo of petri diobso 
in botzeen observtions0 
L 
 Qonorol oborvationeon rog iMiMtion a.  
This doecription of voa=ogation of the coils of the gantrula 
of XonoMR
, 
 includes the romdto of direct obcorvations with those 
dorivod from the films. 
At the end of dicaroation the coils lay on the bottom of the 
culture dish. The coils tore frequently packed so thickly that it 
t7aa impossible to toll jhother they 'iero properly separate from one 
another. Purthermoro in snob a situation it ae impoesiblo to 
ezenine the nature of cell ucvomonts, in part by reason of the 
doeo to which cells obscured one another. torror it uns un-
likely that coils in such prozimity would oh= iioternont for they 
uoro in close contact, Finally the arranVmont of the cello iao 
unlikely to be particularly rndorn for they tended to lie close to 
their original noighbouroo In con quenca of this tendency any 
behaviour of the cello roaulting in cell sorinuld tend to be 
obscured, because the coils tmuld already be Vzrtly arrangd in 
groups according to thok, !dnd. Even if there me no actual sorting 
out of the cells roes 	could still choa an aaront cell 
sorting, For thoSe rons the cells were mimd up and spread more 
openly on the dish by swidng it gently. Such a technique cannot 
result in a very effective i4ing of the coils but appears to give 
a moderately well Mi=d population. This midng of the cells was 
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dono b3fox'o the cultw?o codlum 'iao voplOod with normal Ho3.tfrtor 
culturo nodtui, The vaar,Voaatos from ouch cofl pulctiono 
hoiod cI.oar eorting owa of the vrio%1a type of cell o no has boon 
roportod by Tonee and Roltfrotor (1955).  The doeo of mining of 
the coils vao much reduced after their reavotion and tide fact 
indicated cell oortinj 
The fix'ot rosotion of the cells dteag'oatod at VH 9.8 to the 
return of normal Holtfrotor codium appeared to be a oliht olottinj 
of the cells and jel1Jo This reaction did not occur tith cells 
hioh had boon disagpeatAed with E1XIA 	The or cot of thie phenamenon  
coo ecoodiuly rapid if it ocourod, and I am not certain of Ito 
orLetonco. The jol1r bettieen the cells seed to b000vo such more 
roetetant to the movemout of the cello in it when it was shaken. 
The cello appeared to b000e more adhoolvo almost lmedlatolir. It 
would be intex'ostin to invoctito this phonomnon more completely* 
Xor can hour or co, little chance was observed In the population of 
coils. The cells lay still cave for the movements of the clear 
hynlino margins. 011e often lay in contact, but no firm adhoeton 
000sed to form between than The byalino morino moved in the 
circular movement round and round the cells known as ojoloois. 
This movement proceeded clotilr (soy one revolution per five minutes) 
in the absence of calolwo and more rapidly in the pzoeonce of 
calcium. Soon after the return of ionic calcium to the medium the 
rota of cyoloots was much increased • Ezamtnatio of the films 
appears to show that cyolosic was most rapid early in the process of 
rea'ootion and that the rats declined theroaftor o oven in coils 
which failed to make connections. It would be of interest to know 
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c.'hothor this declino is connootod with 01MV,1013 in the culture medium 
or in the coils theolc?os 
In the more densely 1pood portions of the population, the byalo-
plaaa margins coma into contaot whenever they happonad to be pointed 
towards one anothoz' 	These wore the first contacts made by the 
coils. Generally these contacts lasted a isy short time. The 
bulges moved away from one another and the connection brohe without 
On sign of mechanical strain between the cells. This would seem 
to indicate that there is no true adhesion botwoon the coils but 
that they are merely proadna close on one anothor. Yet later on 
those cells could often be soon to adhere to one another. Prouontly 
the bulges appeared to push hard against one nothor and to become 
doforinod without any movement of the main taso of the coils happeningo 
prom this it may be concluded that the bulges havo little structural 
rigidity. The trancitoy contacts that woz'o formed did not appear 
to affect the motion or peetion of the bulgee4 On occasion the 
direction of circulation of a bulge was coon to rovorse ai'tor 
collision with anothero but there was no inhibition or restriction 
of movement. In those respects the coils do not behave lihe the 
fibroblast populationo studied by Abororombie and ifasyanan (1954) 
which show an inhibition of movement in certain directions on the 
formation of contaot, this phenomenon being called 'contact inhibition' 
by those authors. 
After a while the bulges tended to b000mo blebby and of oomploz 
form, and their regular circulation around thó coil ceased. Those 
changes may be seen in filts 16 and 17.  Figure 5 shows the blobby 
form of hyalino bulge 	The blobs wore protruded in various 
( a ) 
W'"' No- 
Phase contrast views of cells from T.alpestrie blastulae. Compare 
with figure 1 and notice the development of a blebbinese in the 
bulgee,preeent in a slight degree in (a) and to an extr.me degree 
in (b). From film 13. Scale 1cm = 17.3 micra. 
Ah 1W 
FIGURE  5 cont. 
Phase contrast view of T.alpeatris cells showing 
the development of a moderate degree of blebbinesa 
in the hyaline bulges. From film 17. Scale 1cmi35.6 
micra. 
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positions around the collo These OImno apponrod at the tio 
that firm adhesions of the cello began to 000uv 0 both in adhoront 
coils and in isolated OflOdo 
The formation of thoco adhomiono iay be coon froi tiao to time in 
the filmap in particulmr in films 15 and 16 	The h.yalino margins 
of two coils wore coon to coma into contact. Instoad of parting or 
matning in the ceo otato the opaque ondoplacic of the cello 
appeared to dart towar& one another. Piguro 6 chowo the ctas 
of thio phonnonon. The eadoplacias moved trdc one very rapidly 
over a distance of about 10 rnicra. This diotonco is too gmat for 
the phoncconon to be duo to the inability of the optical system to 
resolve between the two Obooto, Such an 1ility vould give the 
jtprecojon of apparent fusion of the two obooto when they lay closer 
ogothor than the zoolvin diotonco of the eyotome In this case 
the system has a rosolvlAw, power of 2 mioronc 
After this rapid fucion of the two cello a sorloo of slower 
adjustments wee coon to tso place. The area of contact of the 
dark ondoplasos with one another increased and the clear h.yalino 
bulgo became confined to the free surfaces of the coil • This pro-
coos increased the area o? mutual contact between the cello. 
oitfroter (1947c)  deooribce this phenomenon and attributes it to 
the notion of the forcee of eurf ace tension. It oy be coon in 
film 13 • After two cells had joined their byaline bulges wore loss 
active, and as more cello joined. together the buigee disappeared. 
The number of cello adhering to one another is moron sod by another 
factor. Coil division was soon to occur during roagrogation, 
STAGES IN THE ADHESION OF EMBRYONIC CELLS. 
ZGUR1Z 6, 
The ondop1.aimo are shovrn in black. In stage I they lieU 
opposite but no cdbec.ton hav termed • Tho rapid dartin, 
out at the cndoplaemo takes place in stao III foUoved 
by the aradual increase in the area of contact botioon 
the. endoplasas, staea XXX and IV* The coil mosbranes 
are shovm black on white for the hyalino margina lwhito 
on black botveen the ondoplaemc. 
.s.53a. 
the daughter cello remain adherent. Division results in an increase 
in the total surface area, and if less than 36.5% of the surface of 
each cell is concerned in contact with the next, there is an actual 
increase in the area of surface onto which other cells may join6 
Furthermore division results in a lateral movement of the daughter 
cells,in consequence of which they come closer to other oells,thus 
promoting aggregation. It was noticed that all the hyaline material 
disappeared somewhile before the furrow formed. This observation 
may bear relation to that of Mitchison and Swann (1955),who observed 
that the cortex of the sea-urchin egg became much stiffer shortly 
before cell division. The newly formed daughter cells frequently 
showed very active hyaline margins. The cells formed their adhesions 
with little more movement than that shown by the hyaline bulges. 
Amoeboid movement of individual cells was not seen ( compare with 
Holtfreter,1946 9 1947b). Cell division and the smell movements 
caused by the irregular motions of the hyaline margins appeared to 
account for the slight movements shown by whole cells. The cells on 
the periphery of the population, which were often far from one rinotherb 
showed active hyaline margins shortly after they were returned to 
normal Holtfreter solution, but this activity soon died *way. 
These peripheral cells remained in the same place and continued 
to survive for several days. 
As a consequence of this lack of motion of the cells,adbesions 
only occur in those portions of the population, whore the cells 
lie so close that the movements of the hyaline margins and the 
slight movements of the cells have a fair chance of bringing them 
in contact. Thus at a certain separation of the cells reaggregation 
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ii11 not occur. Since the ditioneions of the byaloplam maraim 
on cells are Of much the one value from one coil to another it 
foflowo that at a cortain doncity of Population of the cello they 
vil1 be just unable to touch one another and ro 	oato * This 
density thuo cii be ramaod quito abruptly if one coneidore 
coosoivoly loss and loso dcico 'päpulations. The reoult of those 
oxpootations vias found to occur. The ieee denoo perto of the 
population of coils failed to r aj'eto • Since the fonod ro 
rogato oontraCtod in the horiaontal dimmicoo a none clear of 
Cello vas left between it and tb000 portions of the field vhioh had 
failed to reoato. Outside this mono unaetod cello core 
found. Pigurs 7 ebowe thie clear acne. 
After the coils had joinod with one another, they became closely 
racked so that the body they foriiod tended to have a e1l surface 
area. The otaas of thic procoac mey be aeon in figuro 8. This 
dieam shows otat,oe in the roairoation of the cello of a Xononug 
atru1a taken from filt 9 	Cello coro soon to develop many con- 
tacts with one anothor. Those aroupo of cello then began to thot 
ucmonto of oionation and contraction. Often thoco movomonto 
core of a vigourous naturo ouch as may be coon in films 9 and 17. 
L'rouontly large 'oupo of oollQ moved actively in one direction. 
The motion of ouch group of cells appeared to be duo to their con-  - 
traction towards a certain thted point. 10 iaovouonts core soon in 
those groups of cello which had no point of adhooion to the culture 
dich. During ouch moveiionte the hyalino margino of the outer cello 
of such groups appeared to show a oo-ordinatod aooboid movement 9 
but at present it cannot be resolved whether thin in an active 
klLWAL 
?., 
ia). A dark ground view of the rsaggregats of a 
Xenope gastrula, This view shows the sono free 
of cells which the contraction of the rssggx'egate 
forms between itself and those regions where the 
cell density is too low for reaggregation. 
Scale. Ion a 442 micra. 





FIGURE 7 cont. 
(b). Another view of a Xenopus gastrula reaggregate 
showing the clear zone between main reaggregate 
and the unreagr.gated cells. Here the unreaggregated 
cells have formed small peripheral reaggregatee 
in places. Same scale as (a). From film 6. 
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PRESUMPTIVE MESODERM CELLS OF XENOPUS GASTRULA SHOWING THE 
CHANGE IN CELL SHAPE AS REAGGREGATION PROCEEDS ;  -VIII From a time Iapfilm 
FIGURE 8. 
Showing the successive stages 1-VIII in the 
close packing of cells which have readhered. 
Cells marked with subscripts a or b are the 
daughter cells of one cell present in stage 
I. From film 9. 
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promotion of the movements or a passive response of the cells to 
being dragged over the surface of the dish. 
On occasion a group of cells was soon to be attempting to move 
towards two or more different points. Later such groups split into 
portions each of which centred on one of these points. Cells lying 
between these points often became very stretched during the early 
stages of separation, as though they were under considerable tension. 
Such cells may be seen in figure 9. These cells maintained their 
attachments with both tho separating portions and often had one 
or both of their regions of Attachment to other cells drawn out 
into fine thread-like proceases as the separation of the two portions 
increased, In general the main body of such a cell lay in the 
margin of one portion of the group and a process reached from it 
to find attachment in the other portion. More rarely a cell lay 
between the two 99rtions and was attached to them by processes 
reaching out from either end. As the two portions separated the 
cell and its processes became more extended, and they appeared to 
be under considerable tension. Ultimately the processes snapped; 
and on the low occasions when this was seen to occur it was noted 
that the pieces of the processes slowly withdrew, one into the cell 
of its probable origin and the other onto the cell of its attachment. 
But this interpretation raises the question of the nature and origin 
of these threads. Are they elongated filopodia or threads of 
surface coat of the type described by ifoltfrotor (1943a) 9 And if 
they are filopodia are they formed from a single cell or from both 
the cells concerned inan adhesion? Unfortunately no evidence on 






(a). A still from film 9 showing the elongated 
form of the reaggregating cells of Xenopue 
at mid-gastrula stage : this form is 
presumed to indicate considerable tensions 
in the cells. Scale ion -57micra. 









(b).A view similar to 9a, but showing an even 
greater extension of the cells stretched 
between the several close-packed reaggregates. 
Scale 1cm = 45 micra. 10 sec, exposure on 
Microneg Pan film,through binocular microscope 
x 5 objective, x 10 eyepiece. 
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them points has yet boon obtained. Those fi1onts may roach 
400 oiora in length. They core found to be negatively birefringont 
tihon in normal Holtfretor solution. IPiguro 10 oho7e to of these 
fiianonts. 
There is no evidence that this violent aoparatiofl of groups of 
adherent coils into sovoal portions repro sonte aWJ ezto naive d000 
of coil sorting, for the aoareted groups ustmily contain the oao 
coposito selection of cello. However this observation does not 
provide a critical toot of this question, It 000e that the cello 
tend to controt togothot ond that any point of firs attachment of 
the coils to the surface provides a contro totordo uhich the coils 
will necessarily oontraO't, In roaggreastoo formed from originally 
very dense populations of Oollc the number of cells will be ouch 
that those soparationa tiill ho obscured. That there are ouch 
regions of particularly firs adhesion of the cello to the culture 
dish may be duo to the nature of the surface of the culture dish, 
e.go patches of dirt. Such a fact would oiplsin why this phenomenon 
of groups separating from one another 2.s only coon in a few of the 
roaggregations. Little investigation has boon made of these 
features of roagoogation D but they would appear to offer a useful 
field for future research. 
The colic oontraOtod into tightly packed groups. Thereafter favz 
changes which can be soon occur in the reaggrogate. Tho surface of 
the newly formed aagroacto was in nature like that of a now layod 
cobble street with portions of individual coils standing out in 
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FIGURE 10. 
Showing the filaments ( indicated by arrows) 
formed between cells formerly in close contact, 
which are moving into different aggregates. 
)Iicroneg 1n. 60 s.co exposure. x 5 objective and 
x 10 eyepiece. Direct and reflected illumination. 





GURE 10 gpztinue4, 
A filament drawn out of either end of a oeU; 
note the secondary thickening in the filament 
near the ecU. Prowl? hour old reaggregate of 
a Xenopus early gastrula. Photographed on 7P3 
film, 5 sec • exposure • Phase illumination, 
x 20 water immersion ab3sctivs, * 10 eyepiece. 
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worn cobblee for the orface became smooth. The surface was at 
Met formed from all typpe of coil, but after a while as found by 
Townoc and Holtfrotor (1955) it became formed mainly of pigiontod 
ectodormal coils. This change is the win outwardly visible sign 
of the oztonoivo coil eortng which was found to occur. The 
smoothing of the surface apsarad to be accoipaniod by the reform-
ation of the surface coat 9 as described by floltfroto (19430). 
However the aotual dotootion of this coat is a matter of some 
difficulty, and proof of its actual otiotenCQ by dissecting it off 
the coils was tried in only three cases. 
As the roagrogatoo conraotod into oiosolyE4mjt epoups a certain 
nuznbor of spherical and apparently moribund coils wore rejected from 
the mass. Those coils appear to be unable to adhere to the colic 
of the ag,'ogato, and this VAJ account for their separation from it. 
Roaggrogetos from Cllc coperatod with alkali woro found to live 
for 9-10 days, at the end of which period their yolk platelets had 
vanished and conoiderablo d.torontiation had taon place • Pre-
sumably death occured because their suppiioo of food from the yolk 
platelets wore othaustod9 The roaggregatoo from colic disc 	getod 
with SDTA lived for 3-4 days when a sudden and violent discggrogation 
and cytolysis happonod. The reason for this earlior death is 
cuggoctod in the section of this thesis on the Q2istofl0O of cementing 
material, 
The enaycio of the flints to dootda vthethei the voeuienta of the 
oo3.ls are random or directed. 
In the roaggregations 9  which have been studiod there has boon very 
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little movement of the cello before the Wet adhoeiono ero foxied. 
This fact may be aeon O1Oa1J in the filma FurthorwrO rojjro-
ation only occure at ouch a aouetty of coil population that the 
cello arc quito or very nearly in contact to botn ciith. That 
there to such a oritical donsity of the populationg for reogaton 
to be posiblo, ouoote that any moohanim producing directed Ove-
monte of the cello can only act over very abort ranoo The math 
uovononto of the cello rooenoible for the produ€ un of adhesion 
are the protruotonc of the hra1ino bulac, foL, th000 are the chief 
oovemonto which bring, the Oello into contact with one anothoro Thus 
the problem which has boon amalyood to whether the dirootiona of 
protrusion of those bulo ore random or dfrootetL 
Those buleo utit be directed, not with ropeot to tividual 
cello but with repeot to woo moro general feature of the cell 
poalatton, o.. density of population or to Gono prootco feature, 
o,o the location of a eerten type of call. Such a direction of 
the bulgec would not aid rearogation, for the buloo would tend to 
be on one side of all the cello in a givon eroa 	Concequently 
conteoto would be made between cello only in th000 oituatione whore 
the bulge of one coil touched the ondoplaom of another whorono if 
the direction of protrucion of the buigec was random contaoto can 
bo iado between two bule. Thus with a rendon direction of pro- 
trusion contacts will be foraod between cello that are further apart 
than to p000iblo if the direction of protruoton wore diroatod. 
overthol000 it to po ethic that ouch a moo a. oioto; in oon-
cequence otatiotical tooto have been used to ioottgato this pcaoib-
ility. 
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Another poEioibiU.ty Is that the bulo are dirootod botioon pairs 
of cells so that they either tend to taco ono another or to hold 
oone other relation to one anothors This offoot night bo du6 to 
either of the two follovUig poesibtlitioo* 	irstiy it might be a 
norai influence of the oollo on one another thioh however viould, 
be obocurod in closely Vadod populations of c3llc o for ariy cell 
note and is acted upon ocyaily  by the eurroundinj sells. Such a 
phenomenon would not aid the roaggrosation of coil populations of 
uniform density, but iould assist the roaetion of aello on the 
periphery of a population. This posaibility has not boon tooted 
otatistically booaueo of the lack of films aborrIns roagrogation at 
the periphery of a population. 1ioroovor any ouch action would ha'-o 
little offoot on roagrogatioti of the viholo population. Secondly 
there might be on orientation of bulges bottoon specific typos of 
coil. Such a moohanis tould ascist Coil cortino Statistical 
methods have boon used to toot We possibility. 
Dotoro describing those toots it is well to ctontton that the studios 
of Votjandor (1932) and gg (1937) were done vith coils which 
showed oxtonoivo amooboid covciont aoz'oso the culture dishes. 
The otatitical, toate 
The directions of protrusion of the byalino bulgoo may be coon in 
the phase contrast films of the aggrotion of T. amstria 
blootulac. Vhon the fikie vore projected frame by frame the 
directions of protrusion of 'the hyaline morg'ino could be road off 
on on octant grid. Such rids are shown in figure lip where they 
bavo boon ouporitp000d on the coils A and U. The octants wore 
DIAGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE METHOD OF INVESTIGATING 





arbitrarily numbered in the manner shown. The type of octant 
shown over cell A was used in the portion of the work on the 
orientation of the bulges in single individual cells, which is 
now described. The octants were placed over the images of the 
cells projected onto a screen from the film, with an arbitrary 
but constant orientation of the octant for all the cells in a film. 
Whenever a protrusion appeared in a certain octant the number of 
that octant was scored. The nature of the movements of the bulges 
were analysed by scoring the positions of the bulges at intervals 
throughout the film. If the direction of protrusion of the bulges 
is random the distribution of observations in the classes 1 - 8 
will be random. The randomness of the scores made were tested by 
the 	test, and the values of 	are shown in Table 
In order that the cells chosen for examination might be similar 
and that there was no selection which might bias the results, the 
cells were chosen according to the following conditions. The cells 
examined reaggregated subsequently, but formed no adhesions (and 
thus directed orientations of the bulges) during the period analysed. 
This precaution precludes the selection of cells which failed to 
reaggregate. This condition was further narrowed to those cells 
which reaggregate solely by the contacts formed by the protrusion 
of their hyaline margins and not by any other slight movements of 
the cells. So only those cells which were just able to come into 
contact with other cells by means of their hyaline bulges were 
chosen. The film was examined at intervals of about 12 frames 
apart, during which interval the bulges would be expected to make 
TABLE 3. 
Scores in the classes 1.8 of the octants 
occupied by the hyaline 
• 
bulge in the cells 
S9 roaggregatin3 embryos of T.alpeatris. 
1st. set of 4 coils. 
16. 	. 13 15 5 
9 6 14, 3 
21 712 8 
24 5 3 7' 
22 5 , 	 9' 
• 	 ,, 19 ' 	5',, .4 15 
16 11 8 13 
13 13 	" 8 7 
8031 10.33 17.03 
- 
'13.09 Values of 
For f= 7, the 5% value of A is 14.1 ' 
2nd set of 7 cells. 
14, .23 20 . 	 16 ,. 	16 21 21 
' 15 13 22 7 ' 	 14 8 17 
24 19 9 ' 	 27 15 13 22 
21 10 19 •23 
' 
18 ' 14 
18 ' , 	 10 . 16 , 	 15 23 18 '16 
10 12 11 11 18 , 	 12 11 









12 21 19 










botioon one and two rovoitiono of the coil. Individual coils 
rxoro fol].owod for about 64 or 128 observations0 
Owing to the small amount of film which woo oaitablo for analysts 
by this method only two aots of colls have boon analysed by this 
method. The results are given in Pablo 	The first sot of 
coils lay on the periphorj of a population s the sosend sot towards' 
the contre of another population. 
The second possibility that the cello of certain typos might show 
a mutual interaction was tooted by the following mothod of invooti-
gation. A group of cello obeying the somo conditions as described 
above was chosen. A pair of coils such as A and B in figure ii 
wore considered. The octant grids of the two typos shown ware 
placed over the images of a pair of collos one sort of grid on 
each coil. The octantO numbered 1 wore sot opposite so that they 
represented the closest approach of the bulgeo. The positions of 
the bulges in adjacent pairs of coils wore enaminod at interuaio 
of about 12 frames. The number of the ootant that the bulge of 
one cell occupied was road off on each occasion and added to the 
number obtained from the adjacent cell. Thus scores in the classes 
2 - 16 were obtained. If the bulges show =ndoo, orientation with 
respect to one anothor o the distribution of the scores will be a 
triangular one with a moan in the class 9. The z'oeult of the 
examination together with the theoretical distribution of results 
If the positions hold by the bulges are randon are shown in Table I4'O 
Zino pairs of coils wore aaminod, unfortunately this number is too 
email for results which are satisfactory in terms of either the 
4 
8caroc at the palro at octanto ocuoü by cho 
4a11.I3e buiec at ad3Qoont collo arrnnaod in 
descending order 3n tho c1ao&o 2.16, Who zniozi 
expectation tar 64 oboervatIono io ine, 
Random 
eoctation. 
I 	i I 4 7 
2 3 5 6 6 
3 . 	3 12 9 6 
4 10 9 17 9 
5 	11 10 5 7 
6 7 13 43 9 
7 	10 14 15 14. 
14 14. 20 
7 	16 11 15 8 
6 20 Ii 4 14 
5 	12 9 9 7 
4 2 7 6 
3 	0 5 7 8 
2 7 4 0 5 
1 	3 2 1 2 
- - 
200,34 8654 30, 059 21.45 
Vt 
For t 14, the 5 vc4uo ot) *o 23'?. 
Eoo over1oct gor data on tho . 
five VAry of coUc. 
Vciuoe of 
,TAL .4 cont. 
6 5 0 0 2. 
3 10 1 4 2 
8 9 10 6 2 
5 9 12 5 2 
13 7 7 2 4 
11 20 4 5 4 
9 11 14 7 9 
20 27 12 11 
15 111 11 10 7 
12 7 15 12 7 
9 5 5 4 .5 
10 6 2 3 4 
3 5 5 5. 6 
3 2 12 4 1 
0 3 3 0 1 
17.38 26.8 4726 15.5 
2 
8.07 	
Values of X 
number or numbor of tyob of cells examined. 
The nyotom of mudberIng the octanto to not La1 for it provides 
no clear toot of a o1iit tendency towards orientation, for eamo 
ci' the valuoo, ouch cc 8 + 1 9 are loot in the lar at olcee of 
results. The results of the scoring wore analysod by the 
toot, and thoco voluoc of X are included in Table 40'. 
The values of X obtained for the distribution of oriontationa 
of the bulges of colic óonoidorecl singly are tivon in Table :3i;1 
The majority of theoe vluoo are not significant at the 5 level, 
but two are significant at this level. The rooulth thus tend to 
support the theory that their direotiono of protrucion are random, 
but the presence of the two anomalous z'oeulto ougoete that it 
would be very doEiiroblo to otomino tnoro cello. If it to aoouiod 
that the cello oxwninod in ooctton ii of Table 5 are all identical 
the values for each claco iiay be aumaed for all the coils, in which 
°°°° X 15.279 which Civoo a result not ainifoant at 2.5$ 
level. 
Pablo Ill gives the valuoo of 	Obtained for the distribution 
of mutual oriontationo between cello. Six of the results are not 
significant at the 5$ level, but three are. Again the only 
definite conclusion that can be had from the reoulte to that a 
largor sample to desirable. Since the first sot of observations 
sugoat that the orientation of the bulges to random it would be 
opootod that the second cot would show the same effect, for any 
mutual orientation shown by the cello would alto appear in the 
orientation of the buleo when this was considered etngly. The 
obeorvationo for each portion of the analysis wore done oimultanooueiy 
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bou the nature of the orientation of the buie of colic con-
aidered singly had not boon analycode 
niacqllaneous gME&Mato on the phycicai an4 ohcial conditions 
nocrf for the rgt41on gf mils.  
Thew ozorimonto voro do in order to reveal the pbyoioo-
cbodcal nzturo of the r000ses involvod in tWhosiono Ezerimonts 
oi'o done On the pZ lieito 	ro grogation and On the effects of 
roplaoin the oaloiwii in the Rotfx'otor solution by magnoolum or 
otrOntitI2l. Some obsorvattone on the effect Of tho nature of the 
surface of the dish used for roaggnaation upon the reunion of the 
coils are given. 
The oerimonte on the VU iiito for roa=ogation am described 
	
first., Liidgaotrulao (stage io-ii) of X. 	oro disagatod 
In EDTA at V3 8.0, thon dtoajgregation me ceiplote the niodiwo t'ac 
replaood by normal Iolt2'rctoz' solution buffered at the follou'ing pH 
values with a 0.001U trio buffer, 70 9  7.59 8.09 and 8.5, and with 
a 0.00s1- LI phosphate buffer at pYA 5.3, 5.99 6.3 and 6,8. Groups 
of ten embryos viero tried at oaoh pH Valuo. toaegation tao 
complete in those embco oultured at pH 6.3, 648 9 7.0 and 7.5, and 
artialiy couplets at rA 5.9 and 8,0. N© roaretton occurod at 
the other p  values triod 
• Those observations are closely related to some made from attempts 
to roa'ogato embryos on 3 	r-as or 3 	latin surfaces. At 
first trial It vise found to be impossible to obtain roagjretion 
on such surfaces. Since both the agar-apw a r-a• 	 and the gelatin woro 
ash-free and had boon uade up in distilled viater it seemed possible 
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that the lack of 	tion might be duo to a lack of calcium in 
the surface that thoso mbstancos prowntod to the coils, 	ovor- 
thebes one vøuld OIOOt diMalon fros the normal floltfroto 
solution to remedy thie lack rapidly. Mon the agaagar or 
4atin vzez'o made up in noriial Eoitfretor solution the coils placed 
on such surfaces still failed to raggrogato. It vas then decided 
to measure the pH of the glatin and Of the modium above it. The 
pH of the 1oltfrotor solution vas measured olootromotrical.ly and 
found to vary very little from PH 7.0 avon if it had been loft over 
the gelatin for a long thilo, The pH of the Golatin trns measured 
t7itb indicators. Daniolli (1941) pointed out tha, ot7ing to the 
adsorption of charged indicator molecules onto the surface of the 
protein molecules in the gel the measured pH tae not the same as the 
true pH of the bulk of the gel. (It may be orLdod vrhother the 
tore pH can be applied to the oomplei conditions obtaining in those 
(ystems). In consoquonco of this adsorption the bulk pH of such 
systems ohould be meaeur<d tlith indicators which are not adsorbod 
onto the molecules by reason of their having the se• sign of charge 
au the molecules at that pH. Preliminary mursaonts suggested 
that the bulk pH of the gelatin me above Its i000boorio point 
(pH 4.7 as reported in Krugt v 1949).  Consequently the anionic 
indicators bz'Omoor000l groan and oblorophonol red wore used. J pH 
of 5.1 was found by matching the colour formed by those indicators 
against those they fo=od with various pH standards, Xt was then 
decided to buffer the gelatin to pH 6.6 with phosphate buffor, 
tlhen this was done roagxgetion suoceodød, provided that calcium 
tore included in the gelatin. These observations suggest the 
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uooeooity of having oa1oiw tone and a ouitable-pE an the actual 
surface on which the cello ree. oge.tep thouGh it is p000lble that 
failu'eo wore due to the lowered oalclun concentration and pH in 
the iaue.ite vicinity of the gelatin surface, Bither of theee 
intorrotatioie to cuportod by the fact that if the hoopo of 
diGagoregated cells lar several loyoz's  d.00p on the awface of 
1ei gelating then eli the coils reagpoeated ozoopt those of 
the layer in contact with the gulatino Lbro accurate toocurcont 
of ouch rattoro eo the pZ aradient , on either ot.o of the GolatIn 
surface nit &ootdo between these two goosibilitleG, 
It was found to be poeoible to roojoato coils of X. laevio 
aetrulao on surfacee of Glaoa q both plain and coated with the 
silicone wh000 propriotery title to U.S.1107 9  polythorie, 'poez' 
and pez'aff in woz. The h$ropbobe surfcoos such as polythene or 
paraffin wax vo roaWrogatea which showed little choeioa to the 
surface. Those cello re ?t& on such brdrophi1io surfacco 
co a2aao or polythono which has been f1arott adhered to these our-
fo.coo ooro otronly. These obeorvattone ouot that the coils 
are more ahooivo to hyrophi1ic surfaces than to hydrophobic, an 
observation which to not in aareesent with thoos of HoltfretOr 
(19470 9 who fouth that oil droploto were very adhesive to those 
cello. The roacon for this dioagroceent ty have no other source 
than that he uoed sorts of hydrophobic surfacea different from  
those used in this work. 
The oaporinento in which the calcium of the culture medium wac 
replaced by seoiu or otrontius i'aro done in this oennor, Dive 
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ebyco each frcT ote 	10 and 11 wore 4ioaogted in 3!YM1 
cal in due cow.'ce this vac, roplacci by 	iu-2'oo 17oltfroter 
oolution,00ntaining either 0.005t ceiw sulphate or obloz'i& 
Or 0.O00I 3trontiu2 chlori&. In the nozt ceotion of the thocic 
It will be shown that the concentration of calcium roquirek for 
roaizoatjon has a lower limit of about O.0003LL. 
Those coils in solutions containing catesium wore slow to 
develop the first ahoaions of 	ction tadnj about 20 	bou'e 
to reach the condition shown by normal control roaeMegateo In 
about 3 hours. The cello were very adherent to the base of the 
dich cxii no contractions of the reareato or ecrtiu3 of the 
cello appeared to occur. The byalins margins of the äello yore 
of a pseuopodia1 form; see fi 	12. An oztenoive oouoloyer 
of epithelial colic developed on the periphery of the 'onp* 
tth otroeitiwn replacing caloluin the cello reaggegated to on 
even olihter thoe, and those edhootono which were formed were 
vary weak. 
The coneral oho4cal similarity of mazwoium and strontium to 
calcium cigeot that they wou1d replace calcium in the pbyeiolor 
of the coil to soo degroop and the observations support this Ldoa* 
csirable otonoion of thic work would be the ezemination of the 
effects of various concentrations of maMeslum aM atrontium upon 
reareation. ?or this wou1d enable one to obtain ocio idea of 
the nature of the colloid nolooulos which are affooted in their 
edhesive properties by replacing calcium with other divalent iouo 
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FIGURE 12. 
Phase contrast view of small reaggregate 
of 7 cells from mid-gastrula of Xenopue. 
Cultured two days. Note the extreme 
flattening of the cells on the diah,and 
the pseudépodia, typical of the cello in 
the presence of magnesium. Photographed 
on Microneg Pan 9 50 eec* exposure. x 20 
water-immersion objectiv.,x 10 eyepiece. 
Scale 1 cm a 25 micra. The axis of the 
phase system was not central with that 
of the objectives etc. This accounts for 
the apparent NE* illumination of the cells. 
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thring roaoption. 
The poo3ibility that collo QW ohcno their type when thoy have 
boon treato1 with unuoual chemical or pbioal aento hao boon 
mentioned earlier. 	oforo unlertaking Otuâi$O on the (ortine out 
of the different cell typoo from one another which e000 to occur 
in the reae to it wa doolrable to invootito thic p000ibility. 
Pwo 00to of oorinento wore cot *. In the ffrot ooniticne 
were oieilar to thoeo with which HoWrator (1944b) obtains- 
nouraltoatton of prap3ative , opioriic frog early eaotrulao of 
bato!na iu*iotatun. 	planto wore iia& of the oo.ian pro 
ventral opIeio of oarly &patrulao of L laoviQ. 	enty cich 
oplante were dissaareeatod in oa1oiwmifreo Holtfreter colution at 
pfl 9.8, and oiteon with ?JPiA. The cello wore allowed to ro-
a'eato in nor,-ml 2oltfreter colttion and the rosiWeeatoo were 
cultured for three d.aye. At the end of thin porlod they were 
fixed in S4th'o uolutton, (mbeddea in p3raffin was, out at 7 noro 
tbioeoe and ataineL with coleotin blue cn4 eooin. 7h no oaao 
wo there any ein of the forrnation of nouz'oicl or neural otructuroo 
In theoo ('Ou3 of cello. Since it hao not yet boon p000ible to 
obtain the neuralioatiou of ouch .material tq any eeone it in 
000iblo to have controlo for thin experisentp nevortboloao the 
rosulto euoot that ouch cello are unlikely to be cXfooted by the 
troataento U00d in their dissayeaation. 
'iho cocond cot of ozerirnonte wao to toot that function of 
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obo&o cello rouoh w Inauction wore not aMotea brioeg-
cien 	ob (1953) Invoetiouted UAG 9i1ty, Bar 
method of aioaretion woo to u30 øeloiu-froe 301tfretor solution 
at p2 10.0 	he ohoe, co had boom wjeote by Uoltfrote 
(1944b), that the ththtotivo apaoitieo of disaggreeatea oganicer 
cello vere uroffooteã bW dimapaGation g though there w3a perhapo 
i 	act of the agealfic re4ozzl  propwtleo found In the 
itot ozeanicer frorn late. ,, otrlae. Uez oeitxmto varo 
oeate hawaver M71 eolution wao uwA for dteogationo 
ibboe of To alpcstzio 	o uced boaaua3 the abnozl nature of 
tha1ation of X !k.,jZkA3 dowribad br tioukoop wd DIcrodbuto 
(1950) 9 grovento eaot loøolioation of the 1wemoptivo azoae o 
tliio oabro. The roaapaostod oreioero of aoai'1r 100 obroe 
of vaz'iouo ocjoo were iffiqlantcl UVAOr the ventral ectoe of 
0=117talae 	(brl'e 'ineteoun' titio). Dr e So 
Brahma Gavo areat aceietanco With theoe operationo. After theoo 
plrtool cIbrJoE 	been cultured for four 	 thor ware fixett, 
000tionod and otaied in the amer dL300zlibea abavo. The roulto 
co unfortunately ooewat incomplete for aay of the o!nbr?oo 41e 
otiwj to fwij1 ini'ootio. Inuctiono oocurc4 both in a control 
Md In the exporlwatal series; though there wao a Mob nOV=ntW # 
about 20, of obryeo in vMoh no cowalavV iMwtion daveloi ged in 
both oo,ioo. Thoeo reculto we met ofaotorr but ouoet that 
d1aag5raGation with $RL d oeo not Groatly affect the inducing action 
of the organiser cello. 
ineo the two oo*ioo of ozerimets Cive ricio to the cozoluoion 
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that both cell typec are stable to the methods of dioaegatton 
used, it some reasonable to investigate the occurenco of cell 
sorting, 
13* extensive study has been made of cell sorting, for the suboot 
lies somewhat outside that covered by this thOato. Consequently 
investigations have been confined to exssiriatlon of histolojcal 
sections of the reag'egatec., These sections were prepared from 
rearegates from embryos dioag'egated by EIYM or normal Uoltfreter 
solution at pH 908. They wore fixed, sectioned eM stained in the 
manner, described above. 
The cells of reaegateo Which had been cultured for two or more 
days showed appreciable differentiation, Cello of all the organ 
types present in the tissues 4ioaegate4 were present, and these 
cello famed well-knit organs, appearing to be completoly separated 
from coils of other types* in reaegatá of one or two days 
age the cell sorting was boo complete. Groups of cello of very drawn-
out form were seen in the sections Of ouch resgegatec; these appeared 
to be similar in form to the 'bottle cello' described by Holtfreter 
(1943b), as occuring at the biastopore during the onset of gaetxi-  
istion. Perhaps 'these cello indicate the ocourence of active 
morpbogenetio movements in the reaegate as they appear to do in 
the normal gastrula. The jelly, Which is formed in the dioaeg-
ation of embryos at pH 9.8, survived in places in the reaa too 
forml ne patches which stained deeply with ceteotin blue. The 
finding that these colic sort out or ooete according to their 
type in the reareateo is in agreement with the results of Townes 
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and soltgreter (1955)0 
In the Introduction to this ar&olyoie of the p'oaeccco involved in 
the roagoation of er2bryonio amphibian cello the qucotion of the 
cioe by which the cello make contact woe gtcoed. The rouu2to of 
the analycio of the film ouoat that the cello malie contact with 
one onothoz by rand= protruoton of their byalino buleo. 
'2owueo and 302tftoter (1955)  coeo to a oiilar conolueion, The 
oveonto of the cello wore practically confined to the production 
of thoeo protrualonjo. The 'cytotate' doocribed by Iow (1896) 
d000 not eppear to occur. 
The vork of t761eo (1945)  deoáiboc the orientation of cell tiation 
in media containing fine fibrouc otruoturoc. The jolly which fozed 
between the cello when they were dioag'oc ted at pfl 9.3 miaht corr-
tain ouch fibr00 0 altbaugb attepto to otain ouch fibroc by Lillio 'o 
retioulw aethod did not reveal them. Do Xaubonfo10 (193k) con-
aidered that the roarotion of the ovonam jgjMghoja , bjMWq1o 
woo controlled by the fibree of jolly oateriol that formed bottieon 
the cello* However the lack of ouch a jolly in th000 41aa&o-
atos which had been ez4o with 1D ukoo the p000ibility of ouch a 
nechanim in the roa#otton of X. lovig cbryoo moot unlioly. 
The reoulto of the anolycie of the film aba aro onct cuoh a 
caohania. 
It vau obeoz'vod that the cello free blastulae and Cwtrulco 
adhere equally well to one another whatever their typo. The 
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in figaro 2. It Chove that the cello become unable to develop 
cdhooicna both between their own and different 1indoe 	hio chango  
boino with the neural cello and finally roaches the endode; 
this order pralielo the order in which the tiecioo boo their 
ability to be dio3aVegated with E2à. Theeo choneo in the cap. 
ability of the cello to rote and in their reaction to IJ1i'1 
ouoot that the machaulcm by which the cello adhere ohanee at 
thio otce of development. Such a ohongo in the moobanico of coil 
adher$on would provide a neono whereby the sortine out of cello 
could occur, ao was ouotod by Towneo and Holtfreter (1955). 
The rociulto of the pz'000nt work indicate that the obano appears to 
be frco a mchasim in which the caloiui ion to iportent, to ooio 
other !zivd  or Undo of cidhoeion. If come oeeno of moving the 
cello around inoido the roaj ote oxioto, then the cello will 
tend to sort into Grougo which show their amatest adhooivenoac3 
towards one another. If each typo of cell adhoree moot oronl 
to ito own typo, and ieee ot oriiy to cello of other typee, the 
cello will oeroato into GrOUY0 of definite 009postttOn. Suoh 
oclootivo adhooivoneeo oiht result frorn the cello 6.ovelopinr fors 
of adheoion oeoific to their type, and tLiQ to the hypothecie which 
hoe been put forward by ¶owaoo end Holt0roter (1955)9  Ueieo  (1950)9 
and Tyler (194). t ottapler e*lamtion can he conceived to 
oplain the eorotion. It ic that one form of coil adhooten is 
roplaced by another, equally Ganoral o and that thto z'oplaooaerat 
dooa not occur oiuZtcnoouoiy for all coil typee but in ewoeoeion 
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ono Coll *7O  to another. In cooaquonco cello of one type 
ao clwaro capable of d4herina to one awthor y but cello of 
iffoct t 	i11 only hcro to Quo Quother thou thfr gaotboda 
of c4hooion haWn to be oitl. go the cico boine in this 
fimt type of coil to bo affoote. it vill sort out frog all othero. 
'ito Oc3 vi1l thon'ocow in the aecond typo of coil to ho offooto 
It in ttrn till oorato out *am the remlakre, Lnd so on, 
The ec000ito ahaaVa in the nothod of adhooion au&!potca by the 
Ovttthce Given in fiiro 2 would suppt ouch o thooij 1ozovoz 
It Is pocolblo that there is a ouccesoivo and not siltaneous 
veloiaont of the typo-cooific fore of ahosion 
In COWAderins the viouc3 Mwero in VWh cell ohooion riit 
effect ,cell wrtW the important Vart playoi t7 the aovcmento of 
the cello hoc boon noolooted, in the prcoont otuty ovionco for 
the occurenco of such oovenento hoc been obtained from the films, in 
which controotionc and eztesio'io of Oroupo of cello have boon 
aeon. Tho hiatolooical oli.ec have elco rovoolod evidence for 
cell awe=ta y o.. 'bottle cello'. Un?ortimately no evidence 
hoe been obtained as to how thoce oov=ento are brought about. 
L4donoe on the mooLmlw of cell oorting hoc been obtoinod from 
otuclieo on the xca,00tion of other embryonic material ouch as 
chic. tioeoona (1936) founi that the cello of dicootoi ehicit 
embryos a3corted accoraing to typo, 1ie doeo of differentiation 
of the aceorted cello, which is the' main feature by which their 
tno o' be roeoniood, woo foard to depend upon the relative pro- 
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oU.cnG of tho ciffeont c11 tyoo uinoi. In reca'-!progatoc of 
ci2ie1 ooncria ct'i 	(Fwco Qrt chic) ho obt31c tho cewhat 
OWWI GAnC rOcult tknt tho collo a0=t0d woordinato thofr aran 
=d act cocoitwj to thofr aoncriO type (1937a) 	o found no 
oioc :?or oo2b10 ohrnoo of coil tyo conti'ezr to the ou1to 
Of tthh,  aud Gravoo (1953), o  gouna that thoo vat oo 
ovi.onco for uok onoo 	Until it boc000 possible to trace  
iiviia1 collo throudiont reocroontion it 7111 bo iaossib10 to 
0000 moh Pointo of diffoeco, The rosulto of cuoh operi.. 
onto chould be torn In rind when couoideing the evidence wioh 
hao boon obtaina thot cell te is unarfooted by dlaaoreo3tlon 
ana OO(31tiOfl. 
In the conoldoration of tho effect which the doveloymnt of 
aolootive adhoolvowm Eitt hvo on coil sorting no zuyotion 
o CmAe ao to tho rooedblo ouoo of such ôiffoencoo, The qtootio 
Of tho onuco of tIoco i foon000 lor.e onto tho conoidoation of 
what cm-AGOG the cello to a1heo. ¶7eiea (1930) diamocod the nituro 
of the coil owfaco in Coner3l. terio. No coneiderea that the 
dove lozent of ecloctive adhosivoneso zea1to ft-cm the 'oduotion 
of a cattablo cnfiwraticn of coleoules on the oufco of the oe1l 
ho caflod tdo theorot1a31 phowzenon 'cotation'. In iteolf thic 
tera, qzw1doc no furthor oplaaticn of the ouoeo for adhesion ait 
Ito p7cbabl7 epcifio natiwo. 
I1oltfretez (1943b) enylolned the adhosion of cello in tozs of 
the OctiOn of on,faco foz000, 	f the difforeat tnoo of cello 	have 
O.iffoont oufco totono, eolootive oheeioiio cull tens to form, 
• The roisx'kb1e specificity of certain types of cell in 'their 
adhesion was revealed by the experiments of Wiloon 
(Jalteoff (1923a, 1929) aM do Laubenfela (1927) aM Spiegel (1955) 
who found that mixtures of sponge cells separatsi out into' groups 
according to their. specific type. The experiments 'of Liosoona, 
quoted above,, run somewhat counter to this. A few ezperimoñto 
dons in the course of this work show that the same speOtfic separw  
ation ocäure in emphibia. Gastrulae of Tg crietatue and . .vu1cro 
were disaWreMted together In E1)T$ aM the cells well mixed 
together. On reaetion the cells of each species separated out, 
the large colourless cells of 	or121ta3 being cloarly separate 
from the small 'pigmented cells of J& u1anI. Tyler (1946) 
uasteEL that this specificity of adhesion, which of couree to 
manifested in the segregation of the oolle j was due to-same type of 
of antigen-antibody reaction. This sugsstion had previously been 
made by Lomb (1945). Spiegel (1954, 1956) has demonstrated that 
the roaggregation of sponge or amphibian embryonic cello may be 
prevented by supplying suitable antibodies to the cells. }Iowover 
this phenomenon cannot be interpreted as being clear evidence for 
the presence of on antigen-antibody reaction in cell adhesion s for 
MW impeirient of the cell surface will probably greatly alter its 
adhesive properties. And Rothstein (1954) points out that the 
Coll surface carries a great number of possible antigens, not all 
of which will be concerned with adhesion, with which the antibodies 
will react. Thus treatment with the general assortment of anti-
bodies that Spiegel Used will probably damage the cell surface in a 
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rnanner oe unspecific that it will be ipoeeib1e to make W . 
definite conclusions, (Incidentally Townes and floltfrotor (1953) 
point out that the mechanism of adhesion proposed by Tyler to more 
roper1y called on euto-atibody reaction)* Iovertho1000Tyler's 
theory could be tested ozporientally; thou the tochnicol diffi-
culties would be areat ao Clayton's work on the diotribution of 
ontigono in newt embryos oboto (1953). 
Unfortunately neither trxnunoloical uothod.o nor eurfaco tension 
invostiationo would provide ouch øvi6.enoo as to the flature of the 
ohewioci groupinfM reoponoible for cell adhooion, 02thoueb they 
might reveal its very opocifto nature in certain tjpes of cello 
more clearly than the pz'eoent experiments on cell sorting do. IJ!ore-
over the tcohnical difficulties of such experimental mothole are 
considerable (coo Ilowton Rarve;, 1954s on surface tension). Thuo 
it cceed that the problcza of cell adhesion and of the nature of 
differences in this rospoot between cello could be bettor treated 
by another approach. 
The cell surface eon be oonoidoz'cd cc bearing on elootrioci double 
layer upon it. This layer to born by all ohared mwfacea ihich 
are charged by preferential adsorption or enclueton of tons from the 
aurrounling medium upon the surface. This preferential adsorption 
or exclusion will tend to cot up a char on the surface which will 
be balanced by a. corroopondIng charge of opposite oti in the layer 
of the continuous phaco closest to the surface. This surface ehoree 
will be at a certain potential and the potential is related to the 
surface tension. The values of such potentialo are of course much 
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affocted by the number of iono In the medium orcwtd the surface. 
If two e1oetica1 doublo layero are oboe they will interact in 
the following manner. They vill tend to repel each other because 
of the like sign of ccro and to attract each other duo to the 
Loon—Van der Vlaalo attraction. The repubaive force aoto only 
In the thicknose of the dob10 layer akd has the fcatwoe of an 
exponential fwiotton. The farce of attraction folio off as an 
invoree aitb potor icri pith the dietanco froa the CO1IG In cozi 
enoo the force of ottraotioa torde, to qrcAclaimto oboe to the 
surface. Ka11an aid tYilbetatter (1932) have chon that theeo 
forcoo of attraction mny etonl to 10-100 Anastm. unite from the 
surfaces Obeok (1949)  hoe SW=d these two offoote for a variety 
of t oretteal aituotione. lie Awed that the pctential onor 
against the ooparatton of the two surfacoc mV roach the ardor of 
ore per oquaro centimetre of their ourfaco when the approach to of 
the order of 5 Angetroa, unite, rh all caooa attractive forcee pre- 
oinoto over ropubeive foroce if a sufficiently oboe approach of 
the two surfaces to =dOO If the force of ropuloton lo bore the 
approach of the two curfacee hac to be very oboe before attraction 
prordnatee. If however the force of ropubeion is boworaz, which 
ray be dono by loverina the potential of tho eurfaco chero, cttraotton 
protuatee over repulsion for CXeater soparatione of two awfaces, 
ethor or no two urfacos cucceed in cohoring dapene upon their 
chance of makinC a sufficiently close aproacb for attraction to 
occur. 
The curfaoe potential depono upon the ohoieal nature of the our- 
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face, for this deterainea which ions it will preferentially adsorb 
or ezclu1e, aid upon the ions present in the wuTa=ding iediu. 
This theory of the interaction of charged surfaces accounts for 
their w.hesion, It should be pointed out that adhesion can also 
be brought about bi the fozaticn of non-polar ohenical bonds between 
two surfaces. Cell surfaces are like other surfaces nnd will 
develop electrical obareo upon themselves. Thus cell adhesion is 
Presumably partly or entirely brought about in the cionnez' eueotod 
above. • Owintj to the nature of the forces involved adhesions will 
thus be formed very rapidly once a sufficiently close approach is 
made tq the two surfaces. Ron-polar sheatoal bonds Will probably 
form more slowly between the two surfaces. The rapid formation of 
the adhesions described from the fUii, is thus probably an erniple 
of the adhesion roriultinj from the interaction of the two electrical 
double layers. 
These properties of the electrical double layer also find ezpreocion 
In each phenomena as surface tension and the antigen-antibody reaction. 
The antigen-antibody reaction is merely a special case of the moahsnita 
of adhesion described. 
The of foot of the ionic nature of the medium on the surface potential 
is considerable. Eungenberg do Jontj (1949), in &tscussin8 the effect 
of specific ions upon colloide, points out that the effect of reversal 
of the charge of the surface, which the adsorption of specific ions 
upon a ohared surface has, increases with the Vt4ency of the LOU* 
The concentration of divalent ion necessary to brine about the some 
reversal of *barge as that produced a certain concentration of 
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univalent ion is of one tenth to one hundredth the value, If the 
colloid is negatively ohaed, asit vill be above its isoeloctric 
point, these ions that affect the charge will be cations. Such 
ions as calcium will alter the charge, and consequently the surface 
potentialj far more effectively than univalent ions. such as sodium. 
The reduction of charge that addition of calcium or magnesium to 
the medium brings about ,rest4ta in a fall of the surface potential 
and consequently the force of repulsion between like surfaces 
diminishes. At a sufficient reduction of potential the forces of 
attraction will be strong enough to maintain adhesion, The pH of 
the medium would also affect the charge of the surfaces and thus 
pH limits to adhesion would occur.. The results of the work have 
shown that calcium is of great importance in the maintenance and 
reforming of adhesions. pH limits for cell adhesion have been found ? 
The sudden formation of. adhesions suggests that they are due to the 
interaction of two surfaces whose London.Van der Waale forces are 
able to hold one another together. This theory does not provide 
a simple explanation of how cells may show specificity of adhesion, 
but the cells of the early embryonic stages do not show such 
specificity. If there existed patterns of different surface potent-
ial upon the various parts of the cell surface the specific 
adhesion of later stages might be explained as well. The next 
section of this thesis is concerned with attempts to 
show that cellular adhesiveness is dopendonton the surface charge. 
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Originally I thought that the theory could best be tooted by 
measuring the surface charge of the cells in various elootrol1ytea, 
which were ez eriontelly  known to affect cell adhesion. This was 
tried but proved technically very troublesome, In consequence 
another approach was taken. Surface potential is affected by 
tonic adsorption, end if. the surface adsorption of an ton can be 
demonstrated and correlated with changes in the a&beatveneoe of the 
cello then evidence will have been obtained eugeottng that the 
theory is correot. The ion chosen for investigation was calcium, 
of whose effect on adhesion such evidence has already been given. 
A certain amount of work was done on mapeolum as well. This 
method of investigation my load to more informctton being obtained 
about the chemical nature of the cell surface, for as Bungenberg do 
Jone (see above) has shown the particular reversal of charge 
effects shown by a group of tone are related to the chemical nature 
of the surface. 
ET7 J1!iTr4W\ 
The introduction to this work has been given immediately previous. 
The methods, results and conclusions, as well as the introduction 
have been published (Curtis, 1957)0 
In order to determine whether the oa:Loiuin is adsorbed onto the 
surface of the cello which can adhere to one another the general 
distribution Of aalcin and wauosium (with which calcium may easily 
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be confooed) in the embryo vino e.mined. The oos1btltty of the 
adsorption of calcium by cello which then become able to c4hGre Was 
tn,ostited by measuring the uptake of calcium, by 05119 placed in 
a medium in which they s*baequently reagreatetl. Thla uptake was 
measured by the decrease in calcium concentration of the medium 
surrounding the cells, In order to show that this process had the 
characteristics of adsorption the kinetics of the uptake were 
ezcained. Consequently it was necessary to know the .pezieability 
of these cells to calcium and their total normal holding of those 
tone. The total amounts of calcium and maguslum in the embryos 
were measured on groups of embryos of various stages which had been 
ached, If the adsorption of calcium permits readheoton of the 
cello the removal of calcium from the surface should permit Us- aggregation, 
and thus the loss of calcium by the cello during die- 
aggregation was measured. EIIPA was used for disagjregation or CCC, 
and the amount of calcium they complex can be measured. 
Analytical methodas 
The methods developed by Ileadxidge (1956, 1937) and Chalmers (1934) 
wero used for the determination of calcium and mateeium tone. 
Pheao methods allow the distinction of the two ions. They depend 
on the titration of the ions with EA using another complexing 
agent as an indicator (e.go eriochronie black or wurexite). By  
doing these titrationa at pH 10 aud then again at PH 12 the concen-
tration of magnesium. ton may be separated from that of the calcium 
Ions A slight modification of the methods that these authors used 
was made, for titratione were done using a micrometer mounted 
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toroburette of the Soholaider type . (that to a 4iep1aoeient burette) 
tnetea4of an ovdiw=7 burette. In consequence. entimattona of the 
ca1ctu. content Of ca2ptee down to 0.1 ol could be done. Tho on&. 
points of the tttrattone wcz'o detertoe4 
uWzg a Unican $.P,500 spactrophotometer. Tho results of 11ea*tde 
(297) iUaato that oaloiixn and maposlum =W be. deterained: to 
within 10 for quantities down to 0.0k oiero'ana. A series of 
control oiattznatione was run durine the course of the present work . 
and gave similar. results, 
The •precautions against contamination of the titrattons by ferria 
Iron which IIOadPLdIJe (1956) introduced were used. The MV A was 
stanaardleed against oaloiwn chloride solutions, Which in their turn 
had been etw9ar4iaed with silver nitrate,.. All solutions were made 
up in glass distilled water, which had been previously analysed fez' 
calciwn and maeetwn by the methods described above. The titz'ationa 
were done On samples whose volume had been measured by weldAng to 
the nearest 0.0001 3a. It was found that the formzia. for : 
buffer' whose use Readridge (1956) reooends in the tttrattofl, 
tended to give free magasotum ions, thowj it should not in theory. 
In coequence this buffer was adjusted by additions Of MRIA until it 
Save neither free magnesium ions or EA. 
The calcium and magnesins tone obtained by osbing roupa of embryos 
were estimated by these methods. Owing to the large amount of 
phosphate in the ash, solution of the ash with dilute said did not 
cztract those tone efficiently. in consequence the phosphate tone 
were ?emevod by passing the ash, sUspended in distilled water, 
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tbro&A a oo1n of the anionic ochans rosin toberlito IRA-401 
(ohlorile forti). This treatment appeared to Give e eatifciotory 
removal of phosphate from the seop3.o oni in consequence the calcium 
acd mao-ioslumtons came into solution. The ashini was tone is 
platinum cruciblea and the dry woit (dried, at 110°c) of the 
Groups of from 20 to 30 embryos were used for the estimation of 
total calcium and moosiui in them. After the removal of their 
vitolitne membranes they were transferred to ealoium4roe aoltfreter 
solution buffered at pH 70. The blastocoel or arohanteron cavities 
were opened with needles and the fluid washed out with a pipette, 
so that the calcium or maeaium in this fluid would not be inoiuie4 
In the total estimation, This precaution prevents the Inclusion of 
calcium from the Roltfreter solution in the estimatea. It tends to 
confine the estimation of the tone to those which are inside or on 
the cells, which is the distribution of interest in the present 
enojiiry. It may be thouit that the washing in oaloiuc.freo Holt 
fretor solution allows a ioo of these ions from the cofle by perieation, 
but evidencep whLh will be deacrtbot, suests that such a lose if 
any must be very email. The embryos were then given a second washing 
In oaloium$reo lioltfreter solution. A eamplo from this washing 
was set aside for the analysis of calcium, so that it could be shown 
that no calcium was tranaforre4 in the drop of medium in which the 
embryos were carried to the next sta€e. In the next otajo the 
embryos were either placed in platinum cruotbies for ahing, or into 
3D72A or OCC solutions for dLsat&on.. 
Croups of from 20 to 40 e!nbPyos, prepared in the namier 4eooribei 
above, were used for the estimation of the wount of calcium removed 
fi'om them by diosrstion in EDN or CCC solutions. when TI'A 
solutions we used fbi disaWregation g in the rwrner described 
earlier, the amount of calcium and magnesium that was removed from 
the embryos by the ED'A could be eotinted by back titration of the 
remaining free YIYPA with standard calcium solutions. Owing to the 
fact that samples of about 1 millilitre volume 1w3t be used for 
ouch estimations the loss of calcium in the course of a dioae8' 
aflon can only be followed from a few determinations. This is 
cicewhat uzwatisfactoryo Consequently another method of estimating 
the amount of sloium wbioh had been removed from the embryos was 
used. Orthocrosol pbthalein complozone (0CC) complexes calcium, 
with a sharp increase in the liiit adsorption at 572 millimiera at 
pB 8.0. This increase was found to obey the aeer.4aambert law over 
the range 0.0000111 to 0.00021 calcium, provided that the pI is kept 
constant. Pollard (1956) found that the CCC complex with calcium 
did not obey the Beer-Lambert law exactly. This eltt difference 
between his and the present findings is probably to be explained by 
the fact that he used 000 at p11 10.5, at which pH the rate of change 
of colour density wtthpH is very greatp.WhOre38 at pH 8.0 this rate 
of change is s1it. In consequence very cliftt  chcnges in p11 
would affect his results appreciably, chile in the present work such 
changes would have a alight effect. Nevertheless It was nseaaary 
to maintain the pH most carefully and in consequence the CCC was 
buffered with trio at 0.00611 concentration, a hiher , concentration 
than used normally. 
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bryos dteaetod without tae in 0CC ana reateate 
neiaallr throzifter. 	ualle theae optical 4enoity rziethoe Of 
eottaticn the inezeace in cplexea calalum in the couree of a 
ieaoatton could be followea from a larger uumber of ceacure 
monte than when EDA wao ueod for eioaegticn. The optical 
deneity of amall oalee token from the disaoêation wca noaeuz'eti 
in the opeolroybotometero The complee were then returnee to the 
&ta'eation; in coneequonco the atea!eatiou could be ecmpleti 
at frequent intervalo. Both znethod.e of WIOWIRO the baa of 
calcium frorn the evbryoo tiurin8 4icagoitión were usoi. Both 
these method do not allow the diatinotton of compboxed calcium from 
conpbexe4 cnatoojum axz1 the meaazromento made are of the two tone 
toother. 
nihe uptake of calcium ton bF the rea rotin8 cello was ez&itined 
by followW the bee of calcium Lou from the medium in which the 
cello wore. Pelintnary work chewed that the uptake of calcium as 
any given Concentration in the modiun wac complete in lena than two 
minutes. DA& a time in too abort for more than one or two samples 
of the medium to be taken, nd In coneoquence it would only be 
pøseible to obtain two or 30 moaourancuto on which to bace at uptake 
curve. Obviously this in not a eatiafactory method of tnueatiation. 
The method uced, wee to allow the uptake of calcium at a low 
external calcium concentration to come to equilibrium; samples wero 
taken tram which the uptake could be meacurod. The oxtoral calcium 
concentration was than raised to a kncvai value anti the uptake at 
equilibrium measured aja&n. Thin proceco wee repeated with nine 
40 8. 
oeasivoly doub1el initial caclum doneentratiow. By thic 
the uptake of colciuE with inmasins etrnal calcium concentration 
Viao followed. The cabryco, in emos of from 55 to 70 9 were dic3-
aonted in MA at pli 8.0 in the w5uel awwr and then washed 
repwtedly with calciwofroo Holtfteter colution at pU 7.00 It 
was found that four wacitinge were cufficient to lower the conoen 
tration of t)Th VeM310106 with the cello to a very low value. / 
cawplo of the final washing was taken and oxsalyeed in tho rannor 
deaoribod above for its content of P; the Value obtained was 
used in oo'reeting the &-aolum ion concentration of the first eola' 
tion of oalalwri with WIch the cells were mixed, 
The cello were treated with each concentration of calcium for 15 
rx4xnztee. The concentration of calcium in the nedium at the 
beginning f a period was obtained by calculation from amount of 
calcium in the medium at the oed of the previous period and the 
eaoint of calcium in the otroner medium which had just been added 
to the øelia, These two values wore obtained by the methods of 
enaaic decoribed above. Uiing of the solutions end the colic 
was assisted by placing the culture dish on a meohaziaa2 rockor. 
In calculating the upteke of oalctw3 cwrect one were made for the 
volume of the cello and the concontration of the solutions due to 
evaporation. 
fleoulo. 
I?irot the results of the analysis of whole embryoc is considered. 
The total asourat of calcium in the embryos ap"Ued to vary coo. 
sidorably frcm batch to batch of oe. The fiuroe iven in Table 5 
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TABLE 5o 
Total, calcium and magnesium content of 
Xenopus embryos after ashing : expressed 











calcium eni matestum removal in 4iea4otton It seerne pobable , 
that little Magasplum in re=wed in 4ieaeat4on. 1?iure 13 
showo the amount of oa1ium eM aLe0tum lost 11y the cbros during  
41eaoatLon as a slot of oumolative Use ainot tigie, 009,00 
A aM B refer to meaourenenta made on the 1tsaaation of Vietrulae 
with 4. Came C and D were obtained by following the course of 
the Ieee of these ions with CCC; curve C refers to the isaogii 
ation of a Sastmlap curve D to a fleurula, DisaggpopUas in all 
owes was visibly complete at 4570 minutes. Those Curves iM*.cato 
that once disaoation was visibly coaplote the rate of bee of 
calcium I  and oaesium gmatly 4 AmInial and fell to a value too low 
to be estimated by the motboda used. However it was found that if 
the embros had been dOOVWA1QtO& 1W the method Of Spiegel (1951) 9 
In which papain to used, the Zoos of calcium and MOOMim from 
4isaJre(ateLt eabroe in DDTA solution contirnied until almost the 
whole amowt of these ions oust have been removed, after a tow hoUrs 
embras treated in this mner otolee4, whereas the dieae$ed 
Celle of embroa docapoulated by hand survived for several days in 
EBV. These observations cueet that the calcium and maneaiwn 
content of the cello Is divided into two portione. As emallor of 
MINUTES FROM START 
FIGUR 
CnvoG choving tho cwintivo romoval of ccciwa 
and oaGnocium from Xouojuo ozibryoo durina 8ro 
2ho az'z'QJC iJiCto that 4icarottoz 
vao vioib1y eoii1oto at thiG ttl2O. 
TABLE 6. 
Amounts of calcium and magnesium ( measured together) 
removod from Zenopus embryos by di6aggrogation with 
EDTA. Expressed in micrograms per embryo : accurate 
to + 0905 micrograms. 
	
0.25 	0.53 	0.38 
Late blastula, 0.32 0.47 
0 Gastrula. 	 .26 	0.33  
0.28 0.Zi8 
Neurula. 	 0.32 	0.25 	0.36 
0.27 0.28 
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those portions is oaoiiy ronovod by MA toatont, cd Ito 
r000val to accompanied by the dicuroation of the oabry000 
¶ho larder portion to not affected by ODTA treatment and a000 
not appear to be concorned priaarily in coil adhoeton. 
'Rho results of the aoaeureaonto of the uptalxo of calcium tone 
by embryos prior to r9agareGation are shown in uttaro 14. The 
colic tool up calcium until the otornal concentration reached 
0.0005i in calcium, above vihieh concentration there was no further 
uptake • V'ifjure 14 choic the reeuta obtained for biaotulao 
aotrulae,lato gastrulae and early nouru3.aeo Six other uptake 
curvoc have boon obtained; tt'o each for baotulao,eariy Gartrulao 
and late Gastrulaeo Thoce values give ourvoc of similar for to 
those ehon in £Viuro 14. The data from thich thoeo other ciarvoc 
may be plotted are Given in Table 7. The colic on vhich thoco 
iaoaauroaonto tioro cado reaaareGated cuboequontly, ulth the ozOoption 
of the neurula ctaoc. The torn of the rearoato8 which developed 
in the hibor calciva concentrations vas somewhat abuoraai, for 
ecU sortina appeared to be pax't*aily inhibited. 
The curves chotm in Figure 14 are. of a Lora vhich eugootc that 
the uptake may be an adoorption procooc. For thoo curvoc t ohich 
are adsorption ioothora, are fitted by the Freundlich cicicorptton 
oothcra, which ORt.00 that s 
the moo adoorbod P ( conotant x external congontraton) fl*11Q creator than 1. 
Ra3.coy and Taylor (1947) ohovod that a cicltfieation of thic 
tootbora may be achieved if a limit to the adcorption to cot. 
TABLE 7. 
Uptake of calcium in micrograms per embryo by 
Xenopus embryos prior to reaggregation in media 
of various strengths of calcium ( expressed in 
mil].imoles per litre). 
Medium Uptake Medium Uptake 
0.012 0005 0.015 0903 
0,01+8 0.08 0.053 0009 
Late 0.17 0.8 0.11+ 0.6 
Blastula. 
0.1+2 268 0.38 197 
0.80 1+4 0.77 4.1 
1.51 k'S 1,1+6 
00010 0.02 0.017 0.01+ 
00051 0.05 0.053 0.07. 
Early 0.16 0.6 0.15 0.7 
Gastrula 
0.39 008 0.1+2 0.9 
0.81 009 0091 141 
1.61 0.9 4920 101 
0.012 0.03 0.013 0.02 
0.062 o'o6 0.01+9 0.08 
Late Q.15 001 0.13 0'1 
Gastrula 
0.35 0.2 0.37 002 
0.79 0.3 0.82 0.2 
0.3 1.69 002 
0 
FIGURE -14 
Curves hoi&ij the utahe of calcium by dioagaroGatod 
cells of Xonopac in Lzoô.ia of variouc mo.a'itiec of 
c1otwn. The chao4 bodero indicato tho raGiono vhoo 
the analytical notbo4o are not sufficiently accurate 
for aeaourernoute to be mde. Curo I rolatoc to a late 
blaetuia,IX to a idaetrula,XXX to a late Gastrula # and  
IV to an early nourula, 
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3y this means the $NaMliOh isotherm can be fitted to such curves 
as these which show an adsoption limit. 
The uptake curves 6r. calcium which have been obtained eugest the 
action of an adsorption' process. The kinetics of this uptake d 
not necessarily prove the occurencà of adsorption for certain 
permeation phenomena have similar kinetics. The extreme rapidity 
of the Uptake and the low values for the outward permeation of 
calcium aM mauestum revealed by the experiments on Ueagroatton 
sujost that this process is an aleoxpUon one. More properly the 
process to probably one of ohemieorptton, for the adsorption appears 
to be fairly specifically confined. to divalent ostions, 
The calcium an4 magnesium removed tram the embryos during die-
'aggregation may be located in an intercellular cement. But the 
calcium taken up in reagregation is not likely to be helt by an 
intercellular cement because 4isegeitiou will have removed this. 
LoreOver it seems unlikely that the cells can give rise to a new 
cement in the very short period which calotum Uptake occurs, In 
the next port of this work some evitarco for the existence of a 
cement between the calls will be given and for its removal during 
isaregation. 
• The 'rosulto of the investigation of calcium uptakO agree with those 
on the reajregabtlity of the embryonic  cells which are expreasci in 
figure 2. Par the cells become unable to reahere as their ability 
to adsorb calcium fails. In figure 2 it to shown that one can 
ijgato stages of eliitly xeater age than can be reaiote. 
Thie difAmonoe may reflect alidit ohzmnes in the Moohaniam of 
adhesion browt about by tioa3retioXi, such ao a elibtly 
earlier ices of the ability to hold calcium to the ourfaco than 
would occur in the intact embryo* iut the development of the 
cello during the tbreohouro or so that diaóe€atton and reageg-
ation requtre may bring the cello to the a'ma stage of development 
as that at which dtsagegctton becomes impossible. It In for the 
same reason that it to impossible to eny that the uptake CUZ",UO 
relate to a particular stage. It the measurements were repeated 
at a lower temperature, when differentiation would be 'eat]y slowed, 
but wlaorption 'oceses little reduced, it would be possible to 
remedy this matter. However it is uncertain that isolated cello 
develop at the same rate as those in Whole eibryoo. The differ-
entiation of the disagegated cello would explain Other observations 
such as that about 0.2 microgram of calcium and mamesium can be 
removed from neurulao during disaspegutlon t yet cello of such stages 
will not readsorb calotum. 
The uptake of calcium found in the blastulae and early pstrulae 
Is greater in amount than that released on dinaggragatton of ouch 
stages. This may indicate that there are more calcium binding 
roupoon the cell surfaces than low to fill tbsmIn the normal 
envirounont of the embryo. Normally' the embryo develops in its own 
environment fairly well isolated from the surrounding medium, which 
may contain very little calcium, 4 the Jelly coat and Vitetlino 
mombrane. The short while during which the embryos are In normal 
oltfreter aclution prior to U.isaagation may not be sufficient 
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the cells to these tone is low. Uowever this oe(3 not necessarily 
argue that Permeation In the opposite direction is aa slighte 	hus 
the uptake sight be due to poseation. Loreovór, it has been 
eugestea by Lansing and 1oaenthul (1952)  that the oalci= content 
of c3etubranes deteminee their permeability aM thus premmbly 
their permeability to caiciwn,. It say be that the compleEing agent 
removes calotura from the surface of the cello faster than it con be 
replaoed by permeation, eM in consequence the permeability to 
calcium falls. If a weaker ocnplezintj agent were usci the loss 
would continue longer for permeation cotalti continue to supply calcium 
from the interior of the coil for a longer while. This possibility 
should be tested ezermnmonta1ly, Rowever the rapidity of uptake of 
calcium ouWasto that parmoction rwoesses are not Involved 'to, any 
oonoid.erablo extent. 
In the first section of this thesis, which was on the subject of 
aisggreation, the ajiestion of the stability of calcium binding by 
the cell surface was rateci. Althau& the bindint appears to be due 
to ehemaieorptton the concept of a stability constant for this binding 
still has a useful seruthj in deolding about the notion of coaple3dng 
aoMo on the embryos. It was sueate4 that if the VC threshold 
for dieaetion 1ej at a value at bioh the stability cønatanto 
for calcium binding by the surface (probably failing with pI rise) 
and for the complexing agent (rising with p) were of aimnilar value, 
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than one might conclude that &tsagegtion waa mainly due to the 
aoplezing action of the agont. If it in aeswnet that each 
btthinj MW can hold one calcium atom then the stability constant 
nay be' writteni 
k 	jeSOt1b 	c2c$uui1 	.. .. 	 ,. l (cone free calcium iiej$(iàco of ftee SMA9 eite 
At half-saturation of the surface, figure 13 shows that citacje U 
embryo has bound about 0.5 mtcz'ous of calctun, tbe external 
calcium concentration being 0.00005. The embryos of this otago 
were found to contain of the order of five thousand cells, whose mean 
radius is of the order of ten micra. These figures were obtained 
froa photoSraghe of 4ieaoates but are not bi$y  accurate. 
Such, values allow the calculation of the Concentration of bound 
calcium in the surface layer, which is a =4 to be of the order of 
ten Angmtrom unite thick (Overbeek, 1949)o at half-saturation 
there will be an equivalent concentration of free binding altos. 
The stability constant that is calculated from these results has a 
value of 20 0 000 at pE 7. This value Is sufficiently hieh to make 
tUoagegation by caloium.free media a very slow process. The p11 
threshold for dteagt'egatton by MVA is 7.8, at which the LA has 
a 1oaritbmio stability constant of 7.3 	At this p11 the stability 
constant for the calcium binding will probably be lower than the 
1oritbrnic value of 4 ,3 measured at pli 7. This thousand or coro 
fold difference of the stability constants at the IS threshold for 
dieageatton suggests that calcium binding is not the only factor 
that controls cell adhesiono Ubvertheleas it is realised that the 
evi4onoe on which this value for the stability constant has been 
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calculatel is unoertain in rnany respects. Moreover it to not 
known how the stability ocnotciit for the calotni binUne oltora 
with .p!. For if it increases with p, thouZh not so rapidly so 
that of the - ZW!A, then the interpretation that Uieae6ation is 
tnainly due to the removal of oalciUin is more likely. 
The rosulte indicate that calcium is chemloorbed onto the cell 
surface. They give support to the theory proposed earlier that 
the adaorbtton of cldiva would. lower the surface 'potential of the 
cells so mach that attraction would occur between closely apposed 
cell surfaces, thee 'producing cell adhesion. since this aechar4ei 
of adhesion appears to ernst only in the blastula ant gastrula 
stages it does not show specificities with regard to cell typo for 
oil typos of cell adhere to one another. The failure of nourula 
etjes to reseats with caleiwn 8ueets that another mechanism  
of adhesion develops at this atae, aftd the evid.euaes of cell sorting 
suggest that this Is epeetfic with regard to cell typo. In five 2 
It woo shown that the ability to rearegate in the presence of 
calcium failed at different stages for the various tissues. PutWe 
erpeiznents miit be tone to see whether this failure is eorrolate 
with the loss of the ability to ta1e up Calcium by the reepeotive 
tissUes. 
Th 4ioi ci thf existenee oi an interqeUu2ar. cenont, 
It has been pointed out that oøil adhesion may be, brought about by 
intercellular cements. Such caente occur in large quantities in 
maxy adult tissues, where they are frequently of muoopolyaaochsriae 
nature1 see Stacey (1946). In the earlier sections of this thesis 
it was suggested that the jelly formed between the coils during 
disaggregation in alkali might represent such a cementing material. 
The distinction between intercellular cement and cell surface 
becomes very much a matter of definition when the amount of cement 
is small. In such circumstances the cement may be so closely 
apposed to the coil surface that In most respects it nay be regarded 
as forming part of the coil surface. iisaggrogation with EDT4 does 
not produce a jelly material. It is possible that the jelly is due 
to a cytolytic reaction of thecelleto the action of the alkali, 
which is not produced by 'EDTA. Otherwise it may represent a cement 
which is not affected by the treatment with EDA and romaine on 
the cell surface, or is dissolved by the 1DTA. If the material 
romaine on the cell surface the process of Calcium uptake, which 
has been described as chemisorptlon, may be an absorption of calcium 
by a layer of cement • In such a case the cement might be regarded 
as being part of the coil surface. The pOssibility that the cement 
is dissolved by the BDTA has been investigated. it should be 
pointed out that if a material is found to be removed from the 
embryos by EDTA, it may Only be the roszlt of some cytolytic 
reaction. 	 . 
The results of the investigations of the nature of the jelly, 
mentioned earlier, showed that it formed in alkaline disaggregation, 
and dissolved below pH 9.2 in the absence of calcium ion (see p 20. 
It was found to stain strongly with celestin blue. Such staining 
suggests but does not prove the presence of nucleic acids (Clark and 
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Powore, 1953). Originally the ro4e of the eerirzionta with 
h.yaluronida3e were interpreted to indicate that the jelly wae of 
a cnacoo Sacohartdk nature. In consequence dicamesatoo maU 
In alkali were fixed ana prepared for hioto1eeol ataini. The 
sections were otained by the periodic coid-Schiff method, which 
etina the aldehyde Croups of ewra. The jollr natortal did not 
atain, which auoata that the jolly does not contain mv pol 
cacaharide caterta1. It ws later found that the Wuronidase 
was contaminated with rtbonuoleaae, Pure rtbcnuoloaco also attacked 
the jelly, ac did trypoin. These reultc eujeated that the jelly 
contained rtbonuoi.eto acid and i,roteiu comonenta. 
In view of the above evidence it was decided to enmine  the 
which bad been used for diaaoation to discover if it contained 
ribonuoleic said and protein coinponentao 
YAW  oanai&oin. 
Late gaetrulao of 41.,bjXLe were disi4ovomted in 0.00111 EWA at 
pU 8.03 in calciumfree Uoltfreter aclutton buffered with trio- 
hydrochloric acid (OADIN in tria). Groupa of from 20 to 30 embryos 
were ueed. The ea'you were gmtly agitated on a rocker d*arizwj the 
dtaaation for 40 tinuteo. At the end of thia period the 
ernbryoo were completely dleag3veeatod into separate cello. Those 
cello were allowed to settle to the bottom of the dioli and the 
supernatant reioed, Vo oii of oytoly'ato of the cello could be 
found. The E*zpernatwlt waa centrifuged at 30040O gmvitAea for 10 
minutes, A small quantity of intact cello and a few yolk'.plateleto 
fcrêd the aedireat at the bottom of the centrifuge tuboo. These 
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ariountc of BDV end trio in the matorial could be calculated from 
their concentratita in the weibt of solution evpc'atcd. Thue the 
euouut of a4tro,e* contained in the =A and trio could be oopat'ated 
from that due to the unkrLon1 material when the total nitrogen content 
was eatimateti by the method of X*ibocMnoksr and Wts (1954) after 
the materiel had been even a inic 	e].dohl digestiono rao boa- 
phate content wao meaauroti by the method of Drigp (1924) after the 
material had been dioated in concentrated auiphurio acido 	iboee 
was eatitnated by the orotnol reaction and deoribooe by the method 
of )ieohe, (so given by ftergaff anti Davidson, 1955). The 
nitrogen content wia measured by the method given by Colowick and 












WAVELENGTH IN MILLIMICRONS. 
PI.cUfiE 15. 
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The results of these an4pee revealed that all the components 
aóuit with the exception of deoriboee were presents Their 
cuantitteo were such that t'tr calculation the material appeared to 
be,a ribonuolsopotein containing about 25Z zn&oleio acid. The 
riboeo..phoephate ratio was found to be 0.97. Zn calculatire the 
percentage of nuotei acid in the material it was assumed that the 
amino-wide f6=1ag the pz'oteth chain had an average molecular 
woit of 140 (sos Block and Veiea, 1936) and that the poportion 
of the tour nucleic acid bases Weire identical so that they bad an 
average molecular weight of 278. 
The i*zoleio acid bases were oeparatà end ident4'ied IW obrcnato' 
'aphio methods. A sczpbo of the ruatertal was broljcea with 70  
peroblorto acid for one bozsr at 100°C. The hy2ro]yoato was spotted 
onto S'hatnan No, 1 paper. A descending óbrc ato'a was run in 
aopropano1- bydrob2orio acid -water (170s41&to 250 v/v) o AAentw#  
tosJne' ar4 uracil were recognised ñ'om their positions 
with respect to rarkere, end fron the ultra-violet absorption curves 
of eluates of the spots from the cbromato&, The extinction 
values of the various bases account for sufficient nucleic acid to 
form 25 of the rnzcleopz'otein. This value is in agoeent with 
that obtained from the 260/280 millirnicron absorption ratio for the 
untreated material, which indicates that there to more than 203 
uoleic acid present in the r*uoleoprotetn; this method was introduced 
Iw Warburg and Christian (1941). 
which this value was obtained. 
A aeip1e of the mtertal was examined for its amino-acid content. 
ABSORPTION SPECTRUM 
OF RIBONUCLEOPROTE IN 
AFTER EXTRACTION;  
MEASURED AT PH I. 
WAVELENGTH IN MIWMICRQNS. 
FIGURE 116 
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It v,3o 	in W I4 u1orio c.oi% for oiz icur* t 
chromatoam of the hydrolymte was run on V'bAtUn goo 1 paper with 
phenol saturated with watez'a Qa1itativeZ7 ar$nine, I4otit4ne 
and trosixze have been z cotaed from their R values and from 
specific reactione. ugaot Identification of the remaining ominb- 
to 70t to be dono# 
A yield of 4 m1crogr= Per eriibr$o of the raoleoXatelz was fon. 
The refi. to of the atai7cea iM.icate that z'Lbonuoleie acid ar4 
protein are present in this material in a ratio of 113. The fairly 
constant proportion of z'ibonuoleio acid to protein which baa been 
fcwd in the four batcheo omitned eujeots that they foza a true 
zibonuoleoprotein in the embr'os But it shou2d be realized that 
theyaw not be in combination on the living tzateria1. Utt1 the 
matter has been furthà tnvoet4ate4 it in probably most convenient 
to refer to the material as aoutainine a ribcnuc]oopz'otein, 
Since 1A appears to remove this ribonuoleoprotein from the 
embryos without damas to the cello it some probable that it is 
located on the cell surface or Inbetween the cells. It seem Un-
likely that such a 1are molecule would permeate out prom the cell 
interior. The precautions taken ajinot contamination ty o$olysed 
cells in the preparation makes a derivation of the *vaeleoprotein 
om such cellunlikely, 3raohet (1950) points out that ro1bs 
platelets contain some ribonueleoprotein. It is poaaiblo that 
yol.2yoio reaction of the kind &eecribed by Gross (1954) occurs 
during disagpegationo but thie come unlikely foz intact PIOUXOU 
an found in the medium, 
That the zi.bozuaoleoproteth in located in the cell ourfaco or im. 
between the cello to mWportea by the oboorvatione of Brachet 
(1957) 0 who has oboorvet that eurtMIM etajos otain04 with ethyl 
'en pyronin show staining of a riboinicleic a014 cononent on the 
extreme periphery of the cells, Similar observtiono bzwo been 
ate on embryos otaifle4 by this tnethni in the course of this work. 
If the nba ucleoprotein to loaate4 in this position it esjp be 
iont1Ca]. voish the jelly mmteridl# It has already baez shown that 
the J8117 ,40060 in its response to the enzraee trypsin  en 
rbmcleaoe an though it were a rib cleoprotoin. The insolubility 
of the jolly in the presence of øaloium ions cueota that it oa be 
a **icleeprote$n, we Ambrose and Thttlor (1953). 
The results of the cna3yetc of the material Guepat that all the 
nitrogen fouM is aceouute4 for by the nibonuclooprotoin. In making 
this conclusion it is asoomed that the proein has a fairly averc° 
e000ttton of omino.aoi4o for We c158t3 of compound (see M6& and 
Weiss, 1956). In consequence it seem probable that It aq other 
orinio material is oxbwxW by the MA treatment it cannot contain 
trn&oh nitrogen. This premise reetnicts the search for Other oez 
pounia n20in2: to the oaccbantes. Until the analysts of the ino.w 
SQL&3 to cornte(L out uantttattve3y it will not be aiown whether 
this aesw3ptLon is true or false. 
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The POISM remains of the funotion of thin ribonuolooprototh or 
r1bonuc1eoproteinc, for it has not been shown that it to one mole-
cular opecies, in the embro. 3raob.et (1950) has drawn attention 
to the fUnction of the Qieroeoms, wtith contain &uoh rjbo*aioleo.u. 
protein. FVw a nuaber of lines of evidence he claims that thor 
play an eoentia1 part in the mechanism of induction. Braohet, 
Eauai, end Gothie (1952) have 1oducE4 evidence , that these n1cro3ornea 
may be transferred frotn the cello of the inducing nlocoder!n to the 
QVWWDe eotodern. Such on occurence wu1d explain the discovery 
of ribonuoleoprotein on the cell surface or between the cello. 
Waddington and Sirlia (1955) could not and evidence for o1oh a 
tanefOr of miorocOma.. 
Tema" (1950) noticed that the presumptive tuscoderin of amphibian 
3aatrt11M was neurolised tV the action of alkalies, with the fcrnatton 
of a Jelly material during the action of the alkalit if this jelly 
to of otmilar nature to that described in this work it oLt be a 
r&boaaoleoprotoin; in which case one might epeot it to havo the 
observed inauotive action. Mu (1956) has shown that the tn1uotor 
material of 	Sastrulas releases a substance having mon.y of 
the properties Of ribonuoleoprotein when it is cultivatea in bantjtng 
drop culturoo. Induotion occurred in such cultures in the absence 
of contact between the tissues. He obtained evidence for the 
existence of two or more classes of inductor, OonseuontIy it 
- 
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cecaa XWIV that. thG rib oleo'otO; tesoribe in the resent 
to of "Ia . orl 	to those re!oztt8s1 by LIPtohatp Nta, eto. 
8thce the ribonuoiocotetn opoere to be oirjt1w to those. 
clotza$ to have an tnthicinj action the outboz'e mentioned Above,' 
• t: to plannid to 'iatveettate its WW-0146 aetion. it has been 
•pointe out that it 	represent several rtbcaioleoproteinao It 
this ta so tw mit rorosent the ?iouG re8tona11 opeetfto 
• evocatore 9ropoee4 ty CLoivoflen (1930). fljeuwkoop (192) antt otho. 
Resolution of the Various possible ecnponent rjbonuoieoprtetna and 
teotinij' of their evocating action wi21t aestet the solution of the 
problem of whether there are or are not specific ovocatoro, HOWMV  
Wadd1nton ( 19520) has POLIARA out that the effooto of regional 
opeciftotty may be due to the tendency for the various portiono of 
the embryos to individuate in their on specific manner. 
Without disolaiming the Possibility of an evocattn€ action for the 
ribonuoleoprotein other' funotiona which it MUM have can be aucooted. 
Lansing ani Rosenthal (1952) aM VadA (1940) have pt forward the 
Idea that the presence of ribonucleic sold on the cell surface detor' 
sines its pow.r to bind calotum. 111,09 ,4bom*cleoprotein that hoe 
been found is regardOd as for,4ng a part of the cell surface, which 
can be removed in oetain etrcetanoee Without o$elyeie, the 
adhesion of cells mitt be attributed to the osicium binding by We 
material, if it to to be renrded as an intercellular cement its 
stability aa8 adhesiveness mLt also be attributed to the binding 
of calcium. Rowever the conoluotona of Lansing end Rosenthal and 
of iazia are based on the asoociatton of these substances in the cell 
- 101 - 
eurfaco,vihich in not a nocoeary proof of their cobination.. 
Rothetein and Meier (1951) showed .that the coil surface of yeast 
bound uranium very strongly and calcium loss strongly. Thin 
binding was attributed to the presence of polyphosphate groups, 
!uciooprotein provides a rather similar structure. 
Earlier it ac sugoeted that the stability-constant of the 
calcium compleX with the cell surface probably declined with pH,, 
hie interpretation was advanced to explain the spontaneous dio* 
agrogation in calcium-free odi abov pH 9.6. Thus the value fr 
the stability constant for the calcium binding measured. at pH 7.0 
was peardo4 as indicating that other factors as. well as calcium 
btndintj .vierC required to maintain the adhesion of the cells up to 
pH 7.8 in the presence pf 1DTA, U however the,stability constant 
oco with pH, the threshold for dieagrogation with EDTA might be 
solely duo to competition between the cell surface and ZDTA for 
calcium. Kato and Klotz (1953) have shovn on theoretical grounds 
that the affinity of proteins and other subcthncee of amphateric , 
nature for cations generally increases with. pU,aud demonstrated 
this .ozperimontally for the calcium binding of serum a2.bumin,as 
has *anninga (1957) for that of .morornyocin. Schneider (1 96) and 
Ojescing (4951) found that r'ibonuclooprotein. binds calcium and 
magnesium and gave evidence which suggested that theSe complexes 
are most stable at pH 6 to pH 7.6. 
In view of this ovidonco it seems that the accuaption made earlier 
about the effect of pH on calcium binding was wrong. Thus it seams 
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poøciblo that the p0 threshold for diaaggroatton with S DTA.  
may be explained in terms at the competition between the EDTA 
and the cell surface for the calcium ions. Until, measurements 
at the calcium stability constant are made at a number of 
different p0 values it will be Impossible to decide whothor 
other mechanisms of coil adhesion Occur in this material,. 
Kate and K2.ots point out that calcium binding by proteins 
increases with p0 up to p0 10 to 11. Yet the embryos are 
daggregatod in calcium-tree media above p0 966 If the 
calcium in bound by protein this tact would suggest that 
other moohanicns beside calcium binding are important in 
cofl adhesion. Oowover the results of Schneider and Gassing 
eugost that the ribonudloeprotein complex with calcium is 
most stable in the range p0 6 to 74, This range is that in 
which roagregatton occurs and is thc'.one in which embryos 
are very resistant to disagregation, That the stability 
constant of ouch comploxee falls on either side of pH to 7 
accounts for the spontaneous dieagregation above pH 9.6 and 
the failure of reaggrogation below pH 6. The results of 
Schneider and Ojesaing are incomplete and refer to a different 
ribonuclooprotsin from that iolatod in the present giante 
flovcrtholoL3s such results suggest that the binding of calcium 
by a ribonuoleoprotein would account for the observed pH limits 
for disagregation and reaggrogation. Moreover a ribonuoloa. 
protein material has boon identified in those embryos in a 
- O3 
suitable location for action in cell adhesion. The action of 
ribonucleaso and trypsin,which prevent readhesion of the cells, 
supports this hypothesis. rlcQuii.len (1950) has given evidence 
that some bacterial surfaces bear a nucleoprotein material 
upon themselves.Further investigation of the calcium binding 
by the cell surfaces and by the isolated ribonucleoprotein at 
various pH values is planned. The results of such work may 
allow the testing of the hypothesis that cell adhesion is due 
to calcium binding by a ribonucleoprotein during these blastula 
and gastrula stages* 
There remain two objections to this hypothesis. Firstly how 
is it that embryonic cells continue to adhere to one another in 
media as acid as pH 2? Does another mechanism of cell adhesion 
act at these pH values,even if it is not one normally used in 
the life of the cells? Secondly it was found that Cells which 
had been disaggregated in EDTA showed, an immediate and rapid 
uptake of calcium. Yet disaggregation has removed a considerabl 
amount of ribonucleoprotoin. Is sufficient left on the cell 
surface for the readsorption of calcium? Or is it resocretod 
sufficiently rapidly, for the observed uptake to occur, though 
this possibility seems unlikely? Or is it possible that calcium 
binding and the ribonucleoprotein are unrelated save in that 
they are both distinctly and separately necessary for cell 
adhesion? If the ribonucleoprotein is slowly restored to the 
- :
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cell ourfaco after dazoatioü it rjould account for tho 
fact tat,althouh calcium uptake io rapi4,tkio dovoloaont 
of readhocione botoon tho colic io delayed for an hour or 
co, Such objoctioric fors a 06und for future york. Hoovov 
conoiaorablo ovidonco hoc boon given for the hypothocie 
that cell adhocion ic duo 'to the su'faco Q&3orption of 
calcium 000* t ciailctr nocbaica was proposed on thooz'otical 
roundo by Schmitt (1941). 
Another matter for further enquiry Is rctieod by the ou4don 
death of reagareGatov mado from cello eopratod cith EDA at 
three to four dayc of ago. 'Does this represent a delayed 
effect duo to the ZWTA copioin3 metale within the cello 
which are n0005cry for the funotionina of their onyo cyetouc 
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The naturo of the caiz of aefl aheion has been 
examined in amphibian obryo, It ho been irwootiated 
in tome of the phenomena Of 6ia3rotion and roagGrogation, 
vich represent the 3.osi and regainina of adhovion# The main 
OOf101tflhiQn8 of the work docz'ibod in this thoote are 
U) 	The Xoco of adhesion botieeu colie to connected v2ith 
the removal of calcium from the oeUe and only occurs in 
certain pU raucec. 
(ii) Calls of blootula and Gaotrala btoe form their 
first adhocions in remagregation without rerd to the trpoø 
of cell they are in contact Vitho 
(Ui) The road.heeiozi of collo of those stages is pr000ded  
by an uptake of oa3.ciu, ehoso kinoUcs Most aurIce 
cidcoz'pUofl 
(iv) a ribanuclooprotoin watoriml in concornod with the 
roadhosion of the coUa of those staeeo It to oucooto4 that 
It, may be concerned vzitb the binding of calcium to the ecU 
eaifaco, and that it way be Identical w*th the jolly material 
soon in eo&tctn 8iaratos. 
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The cell surface of preblastular stages is not stable in 
the absence of calcium but becomes stable to such conditions during 
blastular stages. In neurular stages the ability of the cell 
surface to adsorb calcium ceases. This failure of calcium 
adsorption occurs at the same time as a general change in the 
mechanism of adhesion of the dellse Subsequently the mechanisms 
of cell adhesion become selective. There thus appear to be at 
least two different and successive mechanisms of cell adhesion 
during the development of the embryo. The first mechaiszn occurs 
during blastular and gastrular stages and is much concdrned with 
the presence of the calcium iou,the second occurs in later stages 
and is of a different nature. The first-mechanism does not appear 
to show any differentiation from one coil type to another. The 
second mechanism appears to be concerned with the selective adhesion 
of the various cell types. 
In order to account for the phenomena of cell adhesion 
occurting in the blastular and gastrular stages it has been 
suggested that adhesion may be duo to the attraction which 
exists between surface when they carry little electrical charge. 
The nature of the uptake of calcium,tho pH thresholds for 
disaggregation and reaggregation and other phenomena have been 
shown to fit the expectations of such a theory. 
.ij. 
APPENDIX I. 
Technical description of the films. 
Film No. 
1, Xonopus gastrula disaggregated at pH 98. 3hrs, 
filming with 2 sect exposure and 10 sec. interval. 
Field 540 by 760 micra. No reaggrogation. 
29 Xenopus gastrula disaggregated with ZDTA. 4 hrao 
filming with 2 sect exposure and 10 sec. interval. 
Field 570 by 803 micra. 
 Xenopue gastrula disaggregatd with EDTA. 2 	hrs. 
filming with 2 sect exposure and 10 sec interval. 
Field 2000 by 2820 micra. 
 Xenopua gastrula disaggregated with EDTA. 2 sect 
exposure for 10 sec* intervals for 4 hrs. and 132 
sect intervals for another 13 hrs. 
50 Xenopus gastrula disaggrogated with EDTA. 2 sec. 
exposureat 30 sec. intervals for 616 hre. Field 
4500 by 6350 micra. 
Xeuopus gastrula disaggregated with EDTA. 2 sect 
exposure at 30 sec. intervals for 11+ his. Field 
4500 by 6350 micra. 
T.alpestris late blastula disaggregated with EDTA. 
2 second exposure at 10 second intervals. Timex' 
failed several times for periods of about 5 minutes. 
Field 570 by 803 micra. 
T.alpeetris blastula disaggregated with EDTA. 18 hr's. 
filming at 15 second intervals. Exposure 2 sec. Field 
570 by 803 micra. 
- ii ' 
Xenopus gastrula  disagregated with EDTA. Filmed for 
20 lire, at 15 second intervals with 2 second exposures. 
Field 570 by 803 micra. 
T.alpestz'is blastula dieaggregted with EDTA. Filmed 
at 15 second intervals and 2 second exposure for 2 
hours,wben timer failed. 'Field 570 by 803 micra. 
T,alpestris blastula ditsagregated with EDTA, Filmed 
for 15 hours at 15 aec intevals and 2 sec. exposures. 
Field 570 by 803 micra. 'Little reaggregation. 
T.alpestris blastula disaggregated with EDTA. Filmed 
under dark ground 'illumination with 2/3" objective and 
x 10 eyepiece with I sea, exposures and 5 sec. 'intervals 
for 5'hra.Field 360'by'5O7iiicra 	' 
T.alpestris blastula disaggregated with EDTA. Filmed 
with phase contrast ilht4inaton, x 10 objective and 
x1'0'eyepiece at5'sec.  Intervals and I seô. exposures. 
Field 180 'by 253 thiO'á Four separate ahobs in this film. 
T.alpestris blastula disaggregated with EDTA. Filmed 
in the same conditions as' film' 12. 
	
15. 	T.alpest*is early gastrula disaggregated with EDTA. 
Filmed with phase contrast illumination,'x 10 Objective 
and z 6 eyepiece, 'for 2 hz's at '5  'sec* intervals and I 
Sec. expo, sures. 'Timer failed after 2 bra. Field 360 by 507 
micra. 
16 	Talpestris blastulae disaggregated with SDTAe Filmed 
and with phase contrast il1umiátion, x '10 objective and 
x 6 eyepiece, at 5 sec. :in.tOr,a1S  with I sec • exposures. 
Field 360 by 507 miCra 
,.-iii - 
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